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AGE RELATED EFFECTS OF THE INTERACTION OF PRIOR'KNOWLEDGE

/

AND TEXI`STRUCTURE ON THE RECALL OF PROSE

'Samuel R. Mathews II.
/

Under.the Supervision of professor Steven R. Yussen

Abstract

The structure of a text-and prior knowledge about its contents

have bothibeem shown to impact on comprehension of that text., The

present Study was 'designed to assess the effects of those variables

-r,On,compreh'ension -and recall of text by subjects at two age levels-7

foUrWand'efghth grad. -It was hypOtheSized that prior -knowledge,

would' iava.more of 1 on the fourth graders' performance

than on that of thz yfaders. That impact would be manifested

in recall of prior-knowledge related ififormation regardless of its
0

'location in the text structure.
o

In Order to assess this effect, three groups'at each grade were

tested. Subjects in the prior knoWledge group heard and mastered a

passage on one day and-then heard, freely recalled, and answered

probe questions about'a target 'passagaon.the next day. The prior.

knowledge passage and target. passage were written so that information

4n'the 'former-was related to information insubordinate levels of

the latter, An unrelated knowledge:group heard and mastered a pas-

sage unrelated to 'tie target materials onDay.l.and on Day 2 per-

fOrmed-the.same tasks as the prior knOWledge group. .A third group,



a no knowledge control, participated only, in the target passage

tasks. That is, they heard, freely recalled, and answered probe;

questions about the same target passage, but with no prior infor-

mation.

The predictions were that at the fourth grade, the prior

knowledge group would have better recall of material from the

subordinate levels of the target ppsage (that information being

related to their prior,knowledge) than the unrelated knowledge

group. The unrelated knowledge group, following the prediction

ba6ed on text structure, would have better recall of information

at sUperordinate.levels of the text than the .prior knowledge group.

The additional effect of practice.or "warm-up" was assessed by

comparing theperformance of the no knowledge control with, the

performance of ..the unrelated knowledge group. For performance

on the probe questions, any advantage would be in favor Of the

prior knowledge group. at both grades. This prediction was based

on past,research indicating a general facilitative effect of prior

40
knowledge on probed recall.

the prediction of differential recall by the prior knowledge

group and the unrelated group was supported at the fourth grade.

'

That is the prior knowledge group recalled significantly more -0'

information at thelowest level of subordination than did the
9

unrelated knowledge group, The unrelated knowledge group recalled

more information at the most superordinate level in the target

xii



passage than the prior knowledge group. This is. consistent with

a text structure hypothesis. At'the _ fourth-grade, the prior knowl-

edge group generally performed better on the probe questions than

did the unrelated knowledge group, At the eighth grade, no con-
.

sistent differences in performance among the groups were detected.

Additioftary; pdfformance on probe questions did not differ between

groups at the eighth grade.

The accessibility (free recall) and availability ,(probe ques-

tions) of inforiationjby the fourth graders are both affected by

prior knowledge. These effects are not present with the eighth

graders. This diffference between ages is consistent with the

sugge5tion that children become more.text- bound in their compre-

hension as they move through the school years (Olson & NickeiSon,.

Note 8).

Major Professor

12

r.
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INTRODUCTION:

Statement of. the Probleth,,,

The study. of comprehens of verbal information, has long been
o .

Of,ititerest to psychologist ndbeducators interested in the dature
,

of cOgnipion. ,.Organizatio of inforthation by Subjects in 'memo 'y ex-

. .

periments ha been used't infer the nature of procet.ses involved in

comprehension. Early on in the evolution of cognitive psychology,

word lisis were perhaps..the primary stimulus used in,experiments on

Cognitive stru4tures and prOtesseS (Bouifield, 1953; Mandier
.

, 0 .

Pear1stone, 196; Shuel'1, 1969i- Tdiving &-learlstone,-1966). In

this research, . subjects were able to use botlf experimenter-determined,

(Shuell, 1969). and subject-sletermined',(Bousfield/1953) categories

to'organize words into-memorable unite-.

Learning, from prose is an' area of research which has been:,gainirig

'in p6pularity,since,psychoiogy, and lintuisticSbecaMe,disenchanted
*

with the strict behavioristic approach to the,study of linguistic
.

. .4
1 rU

hehavio ( .g., Chomsky, 1959). Beginning with,Chomsky's tansforma=
.

P
... tional rammar(Chomsky, 1957) gystems of discourse analysis have..

been uSd-to 'investigate, complex rdent
4. 47 .

Much like the .research oriwOrd:liSts,current research on.prose has
...,:, .' ::

.
. , .

demonstrated that significant differences in comprehensiOn can,$P,

activity such as. comprehension.
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accounted for by both stimulus variables and subSct variabts.

More specificallyi text analysis systems (e.g., Frederiksen, 1975;

GriMes, :1975; Kintsch,1974;/14eyer,' 1975;.,& Rumelhart, 1975) have

been used to identifyaspects cf text which affect.rdcall.' le has
'

alsoheen shown that a subject's prior knowledge
.

and eipectancireS

-

about- information in a text (e.g:/a subjetto's knowledge about:the
-

topic pf text-,Anderson & Pichert; 197.7; Brown,: Smiley, Da3i, 1Powns9nd,
, :;./

& LaOton, 1977),, influence the interpretation and, recollection of that

.text.. The effects of text structure and priOr 4nesorl. dge upon' ttba

and comprehension- are exaMinedin this Paper:-A stuay J.g. presented

in which. the impact /of the two variables is
F.

levels. .

eXamined, at two age

lheratiOnale:for eUckan.en0eAvor is based on a.theory of

informatiOn Orncessing (Bobrow&'Norman1.975) And 1;.theory.of

cognitive development (Piagef, 1952)-which both View the acquisitiOli

of information as an interaceion beteen incoming ,information and
, .

the existing cognitive. structures (schemata).of the individual.
0

Current, research And theory in, reading comprehension reflect pre-
_

cisely. such a .view"' (e.g;; :Adams & Collins,A979).

Bobrow And Norman (1975) have proposed that information pro-

cessing:proceeds as a funttion,of the relationship betweenthe

subject'A expectationg and the incOming'information. If the infor-

..

.mation is consistent with' the expectancies, theTrocessing is

.:.continued within the framework of those expectancies., This

n



c .

. . .

termed "top- down" processing.' Should the information not be con-
.

Sistent with the expectancies or if no specific expectancies exist,

for a:giNten body (35 information, then processing proceeds primarily"

%-
as a function of the nature of. the incoming information." Thip has

been termed "bottom-up" processing: .These two oomplementarY aspects

1

of the processing are both hyPOthesiZed to be present i. most en-
-

counters with prose.

This peispective has been discussed with regard to:reading cm-

:
. TreheilsiOn,,by Adams and Collins .(1979) . They adopt the :'top - down"

.

and ''bottom -up" .analogies to describe reading-aethe graphemic,"

morphemic;; syntactic, and'semantio_leVels of cOmprehensiOn.

other words, expectancies, are "generated" for encoding letters,
, .

words, and.larger linguistics un1Lts. In this system, the structure

e 5 3

and' content of the incoming information in additieyto expetanbies
. .

constrain the amount of top-down processing Which can ocCdr.

Piaget'd developmental theory, available long before the current

information Processing model, provided us with an early version
11 I.

.

topdown and bottom-up processing. Piaget (1952) has stated that an

o f.

,. individual "accommodates" or Makes.sothe change in exiszing.schemata

baSed on incoming information
/

ag' well as "assimilating", information

into existing structures or schemata. This is similar in concept
, .

to'the simultaneoUs nature df "top-down" and Pbotton-up" process;-

ins. ..

15

f.

1



It is9consiStent wiph"both a "cognitive developmental vie and

a more general information processing theory to propose that the

interaction betweekicharacteristics of the incoming information and

prior knowledge,is Operative in the acquisition 8f information in

general and, more specific'ally, the comprehension of prose. The

present study was conducted to document the-impact of text structure

and prior knowledge on-the recall and comprehension of prosehY

subjects at two age levels. In the next section, literature ielevant

to text structure and the effects of prior -knowledge 'on comprehension

will be reviewed. Pertinentstudies .frOm each area. Ian. be re-

i /

viewed in order to-establish the rat Lonale for the present study.
.

Review of the Literature

"

Text Stxuctureand Learning from Prose
i -

4/..,. The- author of any text. strives to structure the text.::insuch
.-.(

a way that.the reader, can:'nnake_Sense of it given:a workingj knowledge

A
of the language of the text. Structural characteristics which affect

.

the acquisition of,information from text have been the subject o

'Muth discussiOnTand research lately (Grimes, intaeh, 1974I

Meyer, 1975i van Dijk, 1972, 1977; among others). 'Amohg the struc-

tural variables examined by these authors

the organization of, prose and the degree of cohesion given

are the hierarchical nature,

text.

Two levels of text structure will be considered in the present'

study One level of structure consists of the phresh-to7hrase or

16,
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word-to-iaord organization. This'leNtel of organization provides much

of °the intra-sentence cohesion and establishes a hierarchical struc-

ture within those units. ThiS level has been represented by Kintsch's

(1974) text base. The 'second level- of structure' is more global,it

:provides the cohesion between sentences and establishes a hierarchy

of larger text units. , This level has been described by. Grimes' (1975)

"content structure.." Both levels of analysis will be discussed

below,

That- ptose .is hierarchical means simply that for'MoSt prose

some ideas or concepts are important to the "gist" .Of the text than

,pthers.. For example,; in' the sentence: Johnny's teacher made him

solve math problems while he was at school,, the idea that Johnny's-

teacher made lam work math problems is More important to the theme

of the sentence than.'the.fact that this occurred while JAnnywas

school. That is, the description?of the action is Superordinate'

to rkts location. This follows frOM the text analysis systems:

prOpOSeCrby Kintsch 1974) and Giimes (1975) .

Odhesion can be, .illustrated by this eXample. Here; cohesion

is maintained in at least two ways. One is the use of the ana-

r*phoric eferent for the pronouns he and him. The other is the

logical relationship between the action-z4Ohnny-Johnny.'s teacher making

him sOlve. pro blems--nd the location. and:tiMe:Of..:thai action -- while he

,

was at school. If the sentence< were altered so that it read 'While

r



Johnny. was at school, Tom's teacher made him solve math'problems,

there,yould be ,some degree of .confusion. as, to which referent the

pronoun him should take. In the first casezhe cohesion of text

is-maintained by the implicit repetition of the concept Johnny.

through.the use of the pronpunshe And him.. In theseCond example,:

the cohesion of the sentence is disrupte by the. ambiguity of the.

,..relationship betwpen the puns and the pronoun
.

While the examples_p.rovided are much less compleXthan.the
.

prose most of us read and attempt to Comprehend, theeffects7,bf

hierarchical organization 'ore complex. material can bereadily

documented. In.order to do ,.a. rule -based structural analysis is

, .

requited-t(Oxplicate botirthe'hierarchical organizatidn of 'prose

and the logiC4 relationships: between Ideas in _passage.

Text Base=-Kintsdh's.System. p esuch method of analysis i

that of KintSch associates (Kintsch, 1974intach & van

Kintsch and vani)ijk 0.978) have .presented a processing

model which presupposes a "multi-tiered" representation-of prose.

They propOse that'comprehension-invoieS the `construction oa
1

Lpresentation ofa giVen text inmemory In order to,arriveat this:

representation, the subject must first extract- the "microstructure. .,

_
or the sentence level:organization of a text. The neA:siep in, the

Trocea'Sing-Of text as the construction.of a.higher.level organization,

of...informatipn.im.proSe. This may be, thought of as a summary-like.- .

representation. The exact nature of this representation in.memory
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dependswpon the nature of the text itself (style, logical relations
_

present, number of concepts in the text,/etc.) and the cognitive

"state" of, the reader .(memory aapacity, motive for reading, Ica

ab9ut the topic of the text, etc.).

In.a recent paper,.Kintsch (1919) has discussed three levels

of text representation and processing. The levels are:, (1) "The

input propositions are arranged in a network called a coherence

graph" (page 5)-Ltherepresentation of this level is generally

thought'of as the.microstructure of a text; (2) . the proposi

tions are grouped together whenever they 'belong to the same fact"

(page 5)--theArepresentation of this "grouping" may consist Of

... propositions sharing a coimOn argument or related to acommon,
,

.

superordinate proposition; and (3) facts relevant to: the "gist"

of passage are diStinguished in ".4. furtler levels :Of repre-7

.
.

sentation, namely, the. macrostructure of; the text" :(page 6).-the

°

10..macrostruCtuxmLOVatext mdy. he .represented by.:any -of several levels

of!abstractian (e.g., summary. asingle-sentence, or a title):

Although Kintsch. (1979;'_KILitsch & van Dijk, 1978) has discussed--

these. three levels in-terms-of .a processing system; his representation

syst-Pm is limited to the firstthe microstructure. Others, most

'notably-Grimes (1975) and Meyer (1975) "have represented the'organiza7

tion of-tertat:the second and third level. Grimes' system will be..,_.

_

discussed with regard to his representation subsequently. A closer

Lexamination of Kintsch's microstructure is in order now.



Microstructure Representation:. The template.teXt base`, as

Kintsch (1974; Kintsch, Kozminsky, Strelby, McKoon, & Kennan 1975;

, .

'Turner &Greene, Note 1)1has termed the representation.of the

meaning of a passage; is made up of propositions. Kintsch uses

the prOpoSifion to represenconteptual units," not as merely a

rewrite of the text. In other, words, Kintsch utilizes'the pro-

poSitional reOreSentation.as arepresentation'Of4upaning in memory.

Turner and Green (Note 1)_ have distinguished three types of text

bases
,
in Kintschis sysem. The base structure r4resents the

meaning of the prose as its author intended: This structure in-
4

:

cludes.thdse ideas exOlicitly stated in the text, those'd.deas

implicit fro the text'and a certain proportion of ideas not ex-
-.

pressed:.inleither an iMplicit'or:ekplicit manner. Thus, the base
1

structure remains,,unspecified in KintSCIOs system. The second. type
.

of text liaise is the teJ.Mpiatetexi:baSe. -Thig,includes.all explicit

as well as' implicit propositions. IMplicit propoSitionsare thoSe

propositions:nepessary to maintain coheSion9in a teXt%:,- 4:.teMplatE
..

text baSe repreSents "idealized leOreSentation of 01-meaning

of a -given teXt"JTurder& Greene, Noteq,-4)age 4) and isAised..as

the standard to which,therecall.prototolsbf-readers an listeners.

may be compared for rstoriri: Thethird\bate prototol bnSe.

This base iscompO'sed of the:IrOpoSitions of the recall protocols
!

reader's or listeners. ..TheProtocol base: is considered to be' a

more Conservative repregentatian of the meaning of a text thanthe

tempIte text base since it has been analyzed by a human processor.
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Within each base representation, there are three' types of

propositions: (1) Predicate(2) Modificatiqn, and (3)Connective.

The predicate proposition 'specifies a state or action. The argu-

ments of a predicate pkoposition are related to the predicate,

when it is a verb, by Fillmore (19/68) case grammar. The cases

used by Kintsch in his work:are_listed-and-def-ined in Table 1.

Table 1

/ Case Roles

Case Definition

1. Agent.. (A)

Expetiencer (E)

-3. InStrtiment (I)

ObjeCt..(0)

z

r.

5., Source (S);

Goal (G)

usually animate instigator of the state or
action icientified by the verb

experiencer of a psychological. 'event

typically inanimate ptimulus of an ex-
perience, a, force. or, object -causuallY...

involved in the state or action lddhtfied
by the verb

object of a action which thidergoes change
. or movement

, . .

.source or state of action idehtified.by
the Verb

result or goal of 'state or action identified.
by verb
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If a required case is absent, it is usually, in a situation'in which

the required case must be inferred from the content of the passage.

In the case of. the Missing case category, Turner andGreene (Note 1)

propose expressing. an "emptir. case marker" to represent the missing.

*t required case. For example, the sentence: "Johnchit'the ball

with the bat, would beanalyzed into the folloWing .predicate pro-
.

_
position: (HIT, Agent:John, InstruMent:Bat, .Object, .Ball) The

prediCate is HIT. The arguMents John, Bat, and Ball assume the

specified relationships to the predicate following:FillMore s can

roles:
.

Modification propositions specify a restriction or limitation

Of some concept, either an argument or proposition'. ,Consider the

exaMple: The building is tall. This sentence'can be analyzed into
Z.,

the following proPositiOn: ,(Quality of: Building, InKintschI

systell;' theterm Quality of indicates that the:Conceit (usually a noun

is limited by the-attribute'specified,-in.this case, Tali.
O

Connective propositions' specify relations between:other proposi-

- . .
.

..
.

..,
.

tions or concepts in the text. --The connective propnsitions Seiveto
,

, ,

specify ehose connections which are both implicit and explicit.and.

ptovide the cohesion inconnected-prose. The'arguments of'cOnnective.
, .

-

propositions are typically other propositions. Consider the sentence:

John went to town to buy a book. There are two predicate propositions

in this sentence: l(WENT, Agent:john, Goal:TO!..m)arid 2(B0Y, Agent:John,

Object:Book) . These propositions are related by the connective



proposition:, 3(Purpose:To, 1,2). Purpose is one of several pre-

dicates Kiritsch has defined. Proposition 3 can be read: The pur7

pose of ProposItkA 1 is Proposition 2. The term To is included to)

show explicitly how Propositions 1 and 2 are connected in the text.

While the connective propositions provide one aspect of the

cohesion of a text, the repetition of:arguments provides the proposi-

tion to proposition flow of prose. In other words, two propositidns

are connected if they contain the same argument. For instance,

the previous example:

maintained not only by,the connective proposition, but ale() by the
Y

,.....
.

repetition of the argument John-in Propositions 1 and 2.
- ,

. ,

In their work, Turner and Greene (Note 1) ahaveprovided an exten-
.

.1

John went to town to buy a book,.tohesion is

sive description of thd mechaRies of construction of a.propositional

text base. This is based on Kintsch's theoretical position-and previ-

ous work (Kintscfi, 1974). Since this other analysis, is,aliailable,

,

a-detailed'analysis of the procedure call not be preseniedlere

°
with the exception of those components which bear direct'thearetical

importance. to Kintsth's system.

: Briefly, the analysis proceeds by analyzing. the first main'clause

of 'the prose selection into it6 component ''propositions, then proceed-

ing 1rto the following propositions.' Turner and Greene (Note 1) pro-

..: 0- .

. .0
vide a genetal'rule for the order-of analysis /of various types of

-. ,

. .
1 , -

propositions Stated generally "Ordering Rae:. AV,prOposition''AY
,, .

.

.. -

;.
,

.

.
.

WhiCh'is,embedded in another proposition 'Bfliis written before that
, - .I
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G.

:proposition 'B' Whenever possibl"(TurnerE, Greene, Note 1,.page

46). The analysis yields an ordered list of propositions whereby

the number ofboth,implicit and explicit. propositions may be
-.-

obtained. In the caseof an argument'being repeated,'the 1 + nth

repetition is not considered to be a "new argument," even if the

arguMent assumes a new case relation to:the verb. ,Aanlythe:first

)
occurrence of an argument or concept is considered toj3e.the intro-

,

- dUction of a, new argument.: Thus, in the ordered list of
A
propositions,.

Q.

arepeated argument-represents the same concept as if, the initial

`occurrence of that argument. In the previdus'example, John repre-

sents the same concept: in Propositions 1 and 2. The more repetiticias

an argument in ta given text, the fewer occurrences of new argu-
,

ments in that text and the more cohesive the,teXt is at the'micro-
.

structure'level.

In addition to the cohesion of text,:the microstructure expri-

cates the hierarchical 'arrangement of information'at tlais level of

analysis.. The rule stated,by-Kintch et al. (1975)''for determining

the level of subordination of a given proposition is "A proposition

is said to be.subordinate to another if it contains an argument

that also ,appears, in the firseproposItion",(page 199) . .Kintsch
4 -

and, his associates (Kinrsch, 1974;. Kinrsdh et al., 1975) have.con-
c

ductestudies,whichbwere intended to determine the paraMetersof
0

cohesion, and hierarchy ,of, information in the microstructure of a

text, The points to bemalle_areperhaps best illustrated by the

experiMents presented. in "Kintsch et al. (1975)
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Research on the Microstructure. Kintsch et al'. (1975) con-
:,

ducted four experikents in which the number of arguments and.prop-

ositions were varied systematically. There mere two levels of the

number of, new arguments4(few or many), crossed with two levels of

the number of propositions (few or many). This yields four categories

of text.bases with the number of words per text base approximately
A

constant within topic. The text bases were- constructed in a hierar-

chkal manner according to the subordination rule (Kintsch, 1974;

Kintscb et al.1975) so that the effects of this structure on

recall could bt investigated.

'No exprilients were conducted utilii-ing the same methodology

but with different prose passages.' Since the findings of the

second replicate the first, only the first experiment will be dis-

cussed. In this experiment (Kintsoh-et al., 1975) undergraduate

subjects read a paragraph at their own pace, then wrote their

recalls. The recalls were scored by-comparing each recall'to,the
,

text base. The hypothesis that those'passages with fewer "new"

arguments would,requite less reading time than those passages witha

more'new arguments Was-supported. The OffeCt of this variable on
. .

recall did not reach significance, however. Kintsch et al, (1975).

speculate that in en unlimited' teading .time situation subjects

read-the texts'until they,reached some criterion of understanding

which masked theTdifferentes in pr4essing. -In a.post hoc

tion of the data, Kintsch et al., .(1975)argue that perhaps a better
-/.

measure is an effiCiency rating. reading, time per proposition.
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recalled. Whileonly descriptive data is presented, the mean of the

reading time-per-proposition-recalled is less for the paragraphs con-
,/

taining relatively few arguments.

With regard to the level of Shbordination in the hierarchy of a

text, Kintsch et al.' (1975) found that those propositions' in the first,

or highest level in the hierarchy were recalled 80%nf the time while

those propositions lower in thellierarchy were recalled.only

the time :This efectreached statistical signifl.danCe while Serial

position effects did .not. lends further support.to the

-hierarchical' text base as a useful representation,of a passage.'

a third experiment, the effect of these variables ii comprehension in

a listening,task was tested.and simtler outcomes resultee Sothe

.v text variables under conSideration operate both in reading and lisp

tening to prose.

In the fourth experimentreportedby Kintsch7e al. '(1975)-, the

effect of text ,VOriables'.was tested on delayed recall The procedure

wasthe same as in Experiment 1, but with noflrOtediate recalli The
. -

same stimuluS material ancidesign,used in experiment 1 was used in

, .

Experiment 4.. Therecell trial for Experiment 4 occurred, hours
4..

eften:the initial reading ,of the passage. ,The 'recall procedure cdif,,The, 'recall

..i-

fered frdiak that of Experiment I in'that a cue;.the. most superordinate

proposition of 'the. text base, was givem, Even so, the de-

.

layed, recall 'condition prodAced significantly lower recall than the

:.:,i.auediaterecalI in: Experiment 1.. OfthOse:proPositions recalled,

those highestin the hierarchy were recalled significantly more often
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than those lower in the hierarchy. Kintsch et al. .(19,75) also ob-
.

served a higher-frequency of intrusions in the delayed'recall.con-

dition,than in the, immediate' recall condition. attribute this

to theintegration of the text information into.the individual's

general knoWledge base. It is interesting to note that even with a

greater number of intrusions; the material which was recalled, from

the original text was most likely to be from the superordinate

levels in the hierarchy.

Manelis and Yekovich K1976),tested the assertion that argument

A .

repetition- (cohesion by KintschVipond'p, 1979 definition) 'leads

to .better..recall and- more efficient_ reading. TM-determine. the: effects

of argumentrepetition on reading and _recall, Manelis and Yekovich
,

.(1976) constructed sentences. which contained. either many arguments %k
,

with few repetitions or fewarguments with many repetitions. Subrt

-jects then read these'sentences with no time constraints on reading
6 o

..*

and/participated in a free recall task. The investigators found that

those sentences-which contained more argument repetitions required a
.

shorter reading time 0,43 seconds per proposition) than those sen-

-tences which contained fewer argument:repeti ions (2.74, seconds.

proposition).. NQ convincing ecall'differences were observed, but

given the reduced reading time for the sentencps with many argument,

repetitions, the effect of argument repetition may be seen in terms

of.effiCiency of.,proceSsing,

The second experiment (Manelis &Yekovich';
1/
19763 was identical

the first .with the exceptiOn that,reading /time Wap_constrained:

(
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This allowed the experimenters a second measure of the'facilitadive
.

effect of argument-repetition on recall. Here, they found that with

constrained reading tune, the sentences, with many argument repetitious

were recalled better than those with few repetitions.

-The'experiments conducted by KintSch et al. (1975). as. well as

. .

other reported studies '(Kintsch, 1974, Manells.EcNekoVich,, 1976). in-
'

dicate that the representation of one level: of the drganization of

information in prose is captured by the microstructure. Two caveats

are necessary here, One is that the pas ages used by Kintsch and

hig associates were relafively'shOrt and. maytnot reflect problems*

encountered,when lengthier texts are considered. The other caveat

.

follows from-the first and is related to the levels of representa-

tion and -processing identified by.Kintsch:(1979)'... That is, the .

.eeffects of the logical relatiOnship0 between propositions; in the

Alicrestructure 'have. received little attention. One such. study was.

conducted' as pait of Manelis and lekevich's (196)'.irn.;estigation.
i , I,

In a third.experiftient, Manefis-and Yekavich (1.976)' investigated
..,. ..

the role of the logical relations between,propeSitions in

.

the recall 'of prose._ In order to de this, three types of sentence
-

sequences were presented tosubjects. One sequence ContIned Both

'argument repetition and logic'Al inteptelatedness of,the sentences

(e.g.; Harold lun:ped at Norman, Norman called the doctor. The

doctor''arrived._ Manefis EeYeevich, p. 307). For other
'4

.

sequences,-,eithet-the,-arguments-werenot-repeatpd (e.gr, Arnold-
.

lunged at. Brian. Norman called the doctor; The police_ arrived..
---

. %,

ti

28
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MAnelis & Yekovich, 1976, 307), or they were,repeated but the

were not logicaLly interrelated(e.g., Ellen pushed Judith. Judith.
(

.

.obeyed the nurse. The nurse coughed. Manelis '& Yekovich, 1976,
. . .-,

.

4% 308). Manelis and Yekovich found that when,subjects read` and
r

.

recalled these pasSages, recall foi the passages was highest when

the sentences' were interrelated and the arguments repeated. Taken,.

together, the findings of the three experiments (Manelis

1976) support two levels of coltesion operative 'in text. One-can be

represented using .the miCroStructure defined'hy.Kintsch (1974-

The,ot47:is a logicarcoheion.which Kintsch (1979) and Kintsch.

and van Dijk (1978) have discusIdd'as the "fact" level of processing.

Content Structure: A Representation of the "Fact" Level:

Grimes' System .° The representation of the second level of prodessingJ

and organization discussed by Kintsch (1979; Kintscht&'van

j978) is the "fact" level. This prOcessing level involves 0-ganiiing

individual proposition into "higher-oider,fact units" (Kintsch &

van Dijk, 1978 ,' p. 390). The internal structure of these fact

units is based.upon the case structure (Fillmore, 1968) of linguistic

units,such as clauses or sentences'and the proposition(s) resulting

from the interrelations of those units.
0

The "fact""unie is usually

a complex proposition which takes microstructure propositions as

its arguments., For.example, earlier we considered the sentence:

John went to town to buy a book.. This sentence was analyzed into

three propositions. At the m ost basic,level, the connective
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proposition, (Proposition 3, page 9) represents a fact unit. ThiS

fact unit could in, turn be embedded in a ma e complex fact unit.

Van. Dijk (1977) has specified a series ofoperating .nles by which..

,

these units aan be analyzed. He has provided, no means of representing
I.

.,

th.is levelas of yet' While the microstructure is sufficient to
V /

represent the intrafaCt cohesion and hierarchy; an additional leVel

. .

of representatiorCis necessary to represent the interfact cohesion.

Ond system ofrdescribing the structure'and interrelationships

of these fact units has been suggested by'Grimes.(1975) and Meyer

(1975) n e component of Grimes ' system. is termed the content .

structure. The,. content structureis a network of propositions'

,which :are interconnected by certain relational terms called

rhetorical predicates/(Grimes, 1975). These rhetoriCal predicates.

Specify the logical and temporal relation's existing between prop-

ositions in a text, These terms are listed and defUied in Table 2%

They are defined by implicit or explicit "signals" in a text (e.g.,

either by context or.content words such as because, but, etc.)

Interestingly enough, while Kintsch andvan Dijk (1978):06 not

Specify a means of relating.fact units in text, they hypothesize

that, relations similar to Grimes''rhetoricalq3redicates can be

identified through such linguistic devices.

These rhetorical predicates (Grimes, 1975) can be used to

The rhetar-specify the interrelation hips:between fact

)

ioal predicates have as their primary purpose
/

'that of organizing
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Table 2

Rhetorical Predicatea.

Predicate Definition

Predicatea'with Arguments at Same, Level

Alternative equal weighted alternative option's'

Response -equal weighted Question(s) and Answer(s), .

Remark and Reply,.or Problem(s).and

Solution(s)

Predicates with ,Arguments at Different Levels

, Attribution describes qualities of a--proposition

Equivalent .
restates samelinformation in different

Specific

Explanation

Analog

gives more specific infoimation about
something that was seated in a general

manner
o

previously stated information is explained
in a more abstract banner or more concrete

manner

anology given to support an idea.

Manner : way am,svent:dr event.complex is performed

Adversative'

Setting Time

Setting Location

Setting TrajectOry

relates what did not happen to what did

'happen

;gives time- Ofeetting in which lnfOrmation.

being related occurs

!gives location of setting in which in
forMatiOnbeing related-occurs.

I

gives: Changing ba4ground "Of location and

time thatuccurs-in-a:narratiVe when
characters travel thrOUgh:varioUS.plaCe0..

,
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Table 2 (continued)

Rhetorical Predicates,

Predicate :Definition

Representative singles out one element Of a group and makes
Identification it stand for the group as a whole

Replacement one thine. .riding for something else
Identification

ConStituency
Identification

x. identifies a part in relation to some whale

Predicates, with. Argument Subordination Determined by Context

C011eCtion
a .

Covariance

list of elemeOtsrelatedjnsome---nnsPecified*:
manner

relation often referred to as condition,
result, Dr purpose with 'one argument
servinea8 the Antecedent and the othet
as the Consequent or result Of the Antecedent

the content of discourse.. They join propositions together"

(Grimes 1975, p. 207). These predicates form a,logical cohesion

withiO connected discourse. in,Other words, if. one considers a

lengthy text in which there might be two or 'more. iropoOtions or

_strings, of propositions which are not-interconnecteeby argument

repeeition, it, could be the case that they are logically inter.

related.
.

aithOugh'..-a:, text. may:, be disj based- .thoIely on

argumehLrepetition, whenthelogical interrelations between

proposibions.are.considered, the text may indeed be cohesive.
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There is also a hierarchical component to Grimes' (1975) system.

This is explicated by three classes of rhetorical predicates. In

the first class of 'rhetorical predicates, the propositions connected

- by the'predidates share a,comMon:level in the hierarchy For instance,

in the sentence: John could either walk home or sta overni ht., the

alternatives share an equal proEyability of selection. In Grimes';

(1975) system, the term Alternative is used to expresS the relation-

ship in this example,,and its components share the same level in the

hierarchy.of. information. The second class of,rhetoricaDpredicaees

express a relationship betwedh two or more propositions in such,a

.

way that. one is-Superordinateto.the other(s). In the example:

There were people everywhere; They were in the water, on the beach,

and at the bar,, `the proposition concerned with " . people every-

,
.

where," is supetordinate-td the specific information about: their

whereabouts. The term Specific is used in Grimes(1975) system

to 'denote the relationship between-a general statement and more

4
detailed information about that statement.' The general statement

is superordinate to the more detailed'informatioh.

The third class of rhetorical predidates relates propositions

which occur either at the same level in.the passage hierarchy dr

at different leyels dn'that hierarchy. 'This Class of predicates:

has beenappropriately.terMedjleutral Rhetorical Predicates::, In

this claSs of predicates,. the emphasis of .the text .deterMinds the

6

leVei f the_propositionS:connectedlby a given Neutral predicate..

,,;
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the example: Don smokes cigarettes, 'Therefore, he coughs,

casual or antecedent-consequent relationship is stated. Grimes

(1975) has termed this relationship Covariance. In this case,'

neither proposition .appears to ,be subordinate to the other since

no emphasis Ys given to either by the author. This casual relation-
.

ship can assume a hierarchical nature as well. In .the Sequerce:

Don smokes cigarettes which is why he coughs., the fact that Don'

smokes cigarettes, is emphasized. Here, the first assertion is

superordinate.tothe second. No doubt, there are contexts in

which thehierarchy of these,_examples would be,altered. This
0 .

is a strength, mot a weakness, of Grimes' (1975)system of analy-
,

.

sis. That is, it is context sensitive.

The, issue of the overall Organization of- the.7face! units in

the content strvoture as desCribed by GriiileS (1975)iS related to

the macrostructure discuSsedby Kintsch (1979) 'and 4ntsch and van

Dijk"(1978).. Both the'thee content structure and the'macrOstructnre

representan overall, global organization and coherence of prose. --,,
) .

.

This organizational level May-be.represented in most prose by a

"topic " 'statement, a summary and income cases, a title. /n the

content structure, the highest'leVel is made upof the most Super

ordinate rhetorical-proposition(S). 4he.MactoStructure:.(Kintsch;*

1979; Kintsch di:van Dijk, 1978) IS thejiypothesiZed result of.
. .

Cognitive processes operating dh a text.`. the
7 7 71

macrostructure resultingcfrom these hypothesized cognitive processes
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,

can be isomorphic. to the highest level in the 'content structure

(GriMes,, 1975). Recent research (Meyer, 1975; 1977) provides cases

in which the Content structure of a passage appearS to be isomor-
t7

phic to 'the Macrostructure,. of. subjects'` recall

Research on the Content -Structure. Meyer (1975) used Grimes'

(1975) content 'structure of prose to analyze passages into a hier-
,

archically arranged network of propositions., TWO versions of each

-passage were written so that in' one version certain information .

appeared at u-superordinate.level,,and In another version, the

same .information appeared' at the most subordinate level. College

students read and recalled the passages in both an immediate and
,

delayed free-recall task and a, delayed cued-reeall task, In al:1°

cases, recall of the information in question was. significantly

better when that information appeared in a sUperOrdinate po, ion

in the Passage: This lead Meyer (1975). to .conclude that the

content structure reliably identified characteristics of prOSef
which affected recall. In this case, the content structure of

the text and, the macrostructure of the subjects'" recalls were

similar.

In a subsequent study,' Reyei (1977) tested the strength of

this effect on a younger subject population, sixth graders. Here,

Meyer had her subjects .(highs. middle, and low-ability sixth

graders) listen to a 600=word passage and then Answer questions.

'One-half of-ethe questions addressed information in the .. "top"
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the hierarchy of the\passage and half addressed-information at the

lowest levels in the Wierarchy. The results indicated that for all

ability leVels tested, the performance of the children on question 's.'

,

regarding 'Thigh" level information was significantly better than

performance on questions regarding "low" level information. Further,

for all qUeations,/the,high-ability subjects performed better than

,

the middle,. and low-ability subjects and themiddle!-abilitY subjects

performed better than the loW-ability'Subjedts. Interestingly

enough, the pattern of performance' was the same for all

levels. That is, the level.of the hierarchy from which a,- questian

was taken and ability'level'did not interact, -Agaia, this,indi-

cates that the.highest level organization ofinformatioh acquired

ftom prose,(the macrostructure) can be represented by the content

structure of'prose. .other sAudies, however, lead one to conclude

that this is not necessarily, the ease-for all aubjects.

''One such study was conducted by Meyer, Brandt, and:Bluth

(Note 2). Meyer et al. (Note 2)- meted to determine if there was

a reliable difference between good and poor readers with regard

to,recall of.the highest level of organization of prose as described

bythe content structure'. :In order to accomplishthis, Meyer et

al. (Note 2)' bad ninth graders (who varied from low. to high-reading

ability) read and :necall passages. Her major dependent variable was

\

whether or not the highest:level relatiOns hips from: the passage'
.

were present in the subjects,' recall:
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' ''' '
,

.

.

,
,

that 'the rhetorical predicates located at.the most superokdinate

, . .....: '

levelof the content structure `'of the passage:'were also found at

the'highest:level in the high-ability subjects' protocols. This

I
4 ci

1VA§,not,the case .for the low- ability subjects. In this case; the'

, authors propose that a production-Mediation deficiency (Flavell,
,

.

. . .

. ._.,

'.1977) was.. responsbile for the lower. Performance of. subjects with

lower-reading, ability; In other words,- they speculate that

. identifying and using thelligheat level elationships in the

.content strUcture_to organize-one execall is the. optimal Strategy.
i

The low-ability 'subjects either couldjtot:jdentify those-structures.,

or could identify them but laCked the:skill to-,use them* Interest-'

.
.

.

. ingly enough, ist another study (Meyer,. F',reedle, & 'Walker, Mote 3),
fi

4 .

which sdpport a- somewhat different.
1. .. ,la ,

I

she provides data, and arguments

explanation.

Meyer et-al. (Nate .5) investigated the effects various high

. ,

level rhetorical predicates haVe on recall of prOse by different
//

populationS (graduate students and retired. adults). They.ton-.

'.structed a passage `so that the highest leVel'rhet,orical proposition
. . . .

.1was either (1) a descriptivesequenCe or (2),4 conflict betuieen two

views. Although two experiments.are reported,' the findings of the

are
J ,

second -general enough for thepresent discusSiOn. The subjects
fi

!

were a gtoup.of graduate-studenta.and.e.group oftetirecladults..
,., .

Each .subject from the: group of graduate students listened to one
er

of the versions of the passage while ach subject. from-the grOup
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offretirqd,adultS read one.of-the versions. Members of both groups

wrote their recall immediately following their learning (reading.of

' listening) task.

For the graduate Students, recall was best when information was

, °

presented as a' conflict between two views. 'For the retired adults,

recall was best when:the information was. presented as a descriptive

sequence. Meyer et al. (Note 3) invoke an explanation which is

consistent.with a "schemata-theoretic" view of comprehension (Adams &

Collin, 1979). That is, the graduate students had "schema" for

contrasting viewpoint and the retired adults presumably had a

"schemay- for descriptive sequences.. For the'graduate students, the
.

de'sCriptive° sequence produced significantly lower recall as did the

contrastive'views for the retired adults.

These studies (Meyer et al., Note 2.,; :Meyer-et al., Note 3)

dikatie that the highest level rhetorical proposition is not neces-

sarily the most salient4nformation forall individuals.. reading the

same passage:. The questionatides 'as to which variables might affect

the proMinence of any given piece of information in .a passage. For

a. discussion of this'questicin we must re-examine the concept 'of a

macrostructure as described by Kintsch (1979; Kintsch & van Dijk,

1978).

The.macrostrucWre'is characterized as the highest, most in-

clusive level of organizatiodthat a comprdhender abstracts from

prose... It may be:VariOusli thought.of/..aS, a °topiC'sentence; a title,
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or a summary. For some of Meyer's subjects (Meyer, 1975; Meyer,

et al,, Note2--good readers; Meyer et al., Note/3); the highest

level rhetorical proposition in the content structure was roughly

equivalent to the macrostructure. For Others, (Meyer et al.,..

Note 2-7poor readers; Meyer et al., Note 3) this was not the case.

Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) have suggested several variables'

which may account for the different organizational achemes observed

1'

by Meyer. in her work. Among those variables, and the one 0 interest

in the present study, is the prior knowledge a comprehender hag about

the topic of a text. A great deal of research has been conducted_

in.order to assess the effects of prior knowledge on comprehension.

Much of it falls under a theoretical umbrella known as "schema

theory. "-----This-v-iew_of, comprehension is one of a primarily "top-
,

down" conceptually driven process in which our expectations and

knowledge play the'lead role in comprehension. The review of this

literature constitutes the next section.

O

The Effects of Prior Knowledge on Prose Comprehension

The fact that what we know affects our efforts to learn. new

infotmation is.rather"well accepted by the majority of society.

Historically,. psychologists and educators have long proposed that
.

the 'existing knowledge of .a subject influences both the amount

d-organization of'what we learn (Ausubel, 1965; Bartlett, 1932)

The parameters of this effect%are currently being investigated



by individuals. interested ;prose Comprehension Two lines of
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research are to be found in the literature. One involves_the case

in which a subject is given a bias or perspective prior to reading

or hearing some passage; Here, the subject is asked to report in

some manner what is recollected from the passage (Anderson & Picher

1978; pichert, Note 4; Pichert & Anderson, 1977). Typidally, the

experimenter is interested in selective recall of ptycspective-specific

information.

The other line of research involves the case in Which a subject's

level of prior knowledge about a topic. is the independent variable.
k 7

and recollection of a text about the topic is the dependent variable-

(Brownmiley, Day, TOwnSend, & Lawton, 1977; Pade,.Note; Royer &

Cable, 1975): In this case; the experimenter is usually interested

in -differences in the amount of information recollected frbm a.text
7

,by subjects who have different levels of knowledge about the Subject

of the text.

.

In both cases, the subject, is priMed by either a prior expectancy

Or knowledge to abstract certain-high-level structures from rile text:

The prediction is that given varying perspectives or leVels of text-__

related,knoWledge,.subjects will Construtt (or reconstruct) different;

macrostructures from the same information in 7a text. This differenze

in macrostructures is manifested irithe subjects' meMories.for the
. -

prose. s,

A
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The impact of-prior 'knowledge on comprehension 'and recall of.

text varies:from a general improvement in memoryforallinformation

to an increase In memory for prior knowledge-specific information

contained,within'the text. Oneexample of a general facilitation

of memory for text has been presented by Royer and Cable (1975).:

They wanted to determine if the forM-of the pr4.9x knowledgemade

/a difference in its effect.- That is, were there differences in

the effect of prior knowledge when it Was Presented in a concrete

,, vs. an-abstract form. 'The experimenteratonstracted two yersions
.

. .

..... .

of each 's:if the two padsages.Oneersionof eachpassage'was,
..,

.

.

written at
.

a very concrete leveland\the other at.a very abstract-

level. The topics'of the passages 'were related so that each could

provide background information for'the other. The subjects read

. ,,
,

either the concrete or abstract version of One passage or-a'non:
.-,, .

,
.

,

related control passage- first. Then,°the subjects read the opposing
- ,

verions of the related passage and freely recalled ,the second

pass gee

The results indicate that for,every possible combination of

the Version:by passage presentation,, the combination. which Most:

facilitated-the recall of the seco d passage was the presentation

, .

of a concrete version for prior knO edge and the'abstraot version

.of the.related passage for recall. oyer.and::CabOntend that

by having conoreteiinfOrmation about concepts:, in thefirst.passage,



"bridge.- is established .betWeen the existing knowledge and the

new information in the second, abstract- passage (Haviland & Clark,
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1974) Here, prior knowledge has been shown to have a non-specific;
. .

on- thefacilitative effect comgrehensiori of .new information for the

.college students participating in.the Royer and .Cable (1975) study.

This general, facilitatie,, effect of prior knowledge is. also
, .

present for young children. 'Pace (Note' 5) has conducted a 'study

Which examined the effects 'of prior knowledge on young children's

comprehension of stories :' In , this study, toPics Were selected so

that they ranged from very amiliar to her sample of :kindergarteneis,

second, fourth, and sixth e aecs---E6\ tapics which were totally un-

familiar to,even the oldest .children. Pace assessed the children'

knowledge of the topics 'by asking diem to provide as much information

as. possible about each topic. Adult were then asked to provide in,-

formation on the sane topics.. The responses of the children were ,
.

compared to thoA. of the adults ;- For' some topics, all subjects. had

sinilar. knowledge For others "the Older subjects .provided thore

information. Pace (Note 5)..then Constructed stories about each
.4 44T4tf

topic. The children then listened tci ach Following

this, the childien,answeied domprehension questions about the story.
\.)..'

41though much of P ce data did notmeet, the assumptions necessary.
7.c.<1)

for parathetri analysi4,: there are 'two findings_which are clearly

sign if icant .

0



First, for those pagsages written on topic

ages, the older subjects performed better than t e younger subjects

, .

In other words, the lack of prior knowledge had less of a debilitating

unknown to all
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effect' for older subjects than for younger subjects,_:The other

finding of interest is consistent with the findings of Royer and..

cabl.e(1975). That is-when Pace's subjects had a conceptual know--

ledgebaSe related o.the to-be,read story,-their performance on a

comprehension task was better than when they had no such knowledge.

Even with the problems of data analysis in Pace's study, there is

.`strong evidence,,that.at all ages tested, prior knowledge facilitates'

7mprehension of knowledge related material.' .:When that:knoWledge.is:

.missing, however, older Subjects are less affected than youngersub-

jects.
r

Another method used to assess the effect of :prior knoWledge on.

comprehension,is a perspective taking task. Passages are written so

that they can be read from two for more)- perspectives. Subjects are

then assigned to one of the perspectives and asked:to read and recall

the passage. Anderson and Richert (197.8; Picheit, Note -4..; Pichert
A. -

Anderson, 1977) have conducted several, studies. using this method.

In.bne.of them (Pichert & AnderSoni: 1977), the authors were..interested,

in,whethat or not subjectS giverponeof two perSpeCtives on a passage
\. ,

would:\
\

(1) shoW superior, recall for perspective.- specific information

and ,(2) rate,perspeative,specific information:in the passage is more

4
important than non-perspective information.,
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In the first experiment,,Pichert and Anderson asked subjects

o rate the relative importance, of idea units in a passage from

111M0*

one of two perspectives or with no perspective provided. Speci-
,

fically,-the subjects were asked to rate the importance of idea

units. of a passage about two:boys playing hooky in a house. One

grodp was directed to complete the task from the perspective of

a burglar, another. group' from the perspective of a hoMe buyer while

a Third group was asked to complete the,taalt.with no speclfic,per,.

Speetive in mind. If the importance of various idea units of the

passage were independent of the subjects perspectives, the inter-

.correlation of.the various perspective - groups' judgMents shodld be

high. If, however, the-judgments about what is more important de-

pended upon the subjects' perspectives,the intercorrelation should

be low. Pichert and AndersOn!s data,were-.consistent with the

.

second prediction., That is, the ratings of what was 'important: in

the passage wasodifferent for different perspeCtives. In other

words, subjects selected "perspective-specific`.'; information as

important. The correlation betiween importance ratings across

perspectives was relatively low (mean Kendall's = .11).

o
;In a secondekperimentiChert andAilderbon'(1977) had subjects

read'and recall,the paSsage from Experiment 1, again taking oneidi

two.perspectives.. The question of.interest hereASA0ether Or not

subjects recall would be influenced by the perspective taken during

reading. More concretely, does the particular,perspective taken
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determine what is important and subsequently influence recall?

Their data indicate that the'particulaf perspective dOAs.affect

the material learned and rememberd'fro'm text. Further, Pither

and Anderson (1977) state that'Although what is important in a

text is remembered better thanuriimportant information, "It is
1

an idea's sigiificance Stn terms Ofgiven.perspective that
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fluenced whether it was learned. and-independently whether it was

recalled". (R. 314):' They contend that it is "inappropriate" to

cons0.der the importance of certain information in .a ,text without.

cOn'Sidering a reader's. perspective. In these experiments, the

reader's implicit

cOmprehension'and

knowledge about the given perspective guided

retrieval. This idea'is entirely consistent

with Kintsch.and vanTijkls (1978) idea that the knowledge of

topic and the goal for reading'a text vide the:construction of

CT,

the macrostructure.

, , -
One of the Major cOncluSiOns of Pichert.and'Anderson's (477)

study is that thA 'hierarchy of information in a text Cannot.be. de-

.

terminedby consideration of the text alone. They contend that die

.relativA importance of information in prose

perspective and knowledge of the reader. Thisiis,in contrast. w

is'dependent upon the

Meyer's (1975) conclusion that a_teXt has a natural, hierarchical.,
. v."

.

\11

structure of,information. One explanation for:the difference in

results is that-Mey4r (1975),treated subjects' perSpoctiveS-and
.

A

knowledge, as-Assentially.a-random:variable. Another Axplanatioii

is that therewas a near total lack of prior knowledge by Meyer's
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subject's. This would meke them quite susceptible to the effects

of text variables. In this situation, her subjects perfOtmed as-

predicted by 'recalling, more of the top level information in-the,
or

.hierarchy:than the lowilevelingOrMation. Although Pichert and
ti

Anderson..(1977) used an atheoretical approadh,to.identifYlevels

of importance .(Johnson, 1071), their findings suggest that by

systematic variation of perspective (or conceivably prior knowledge),

,specific predictions about the subject's macrostructure of a passage;;

d

can be made.

In a 'similar study conduCted with children, Brown, et al. (1977)1

obtained-reSult6 consistent with the gefteral-Ante4pretations o

Pichert and Anderson (1977). That is, biasihg orientations(either

different perspectives or prior knowledge) affect what is recalled

from prose. This approach combines the perspective and prior knOw-
.

1 dge components, In the Brown et al. (1977) study, two experiments
;"..

were conducted.. The first involved merely instructing children in

third,- fifth, Seventh-grade-to`LreacPa-storytWith one of two

A3roWn et:S1.(1977) had the children judge sentences, one

at -a7-time,; as whether:,o not the sentences, weieold.-(froh-the
. :.-

/
text) or-new; Inthese recognition tasks, children at all ages were

ablJ. to accurately distinguish :betWeen statements tOtallTunrelated:''

. eotientation and statements from the story. It was quite

differentfOr statements which:did not appeatin the story but were

verycOnsistentc;With the orientatiOnprOvided. In this case,, the

: \'
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children were not able to reliably distinguish between orientation-.

consistent statements and statements from the text. No age related

differences werd-d-dtectdd on this task.

A second recognition task was employed by Brown:et al. (1977)

to further investigate this phenomenOn. ,Here,.the fdil statement

refledting the bias was presented simultaneously with a sentence
.

!
]

taken from the storY.. The children's taskwaa:to select tWsentence

which they felt Was,from the text. '_4re, older children's judgments

were more. accurate: the younger children°

In the second experimentConduCted by.Btown et aI.°(1077),

children in'second,:.fourth,.'and sixth gradgg;were asked to read,

arecall an ambiguous :passage. /The ChildtgnWeredivided into

three groups at each grade. .Two7of the groups were provided "orien-

tation informatior) which disambiguated the passage and one group

received orientation information.unrelatedto the passage. One

week after receiving the orientatiOn,each child,liSieneci.to the:

_ _
passag&,----freelyrecalied-.---iti-and-answered ptobeAuestions about

\

the passage.

The analysis of kecall data indicated that older children

'recalled mote:Of the passage than younpt children and those

.

children receiving releVant orientation recalled more than ihose-!
C

receiving the irrelevant orientation. The recall data are

interpreted as reflecting the often found increase'in performance

as age increases and more impottant to the pisent effoit,qthe

general- facilitative effect of priot,knoWledge,
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Brow. ,et al. (1977) also .analyzed the recall data for inform-,

tion considered toe intrusive, They found' that overall, the

number of intrasicrhs was quite low and did not differ across age.

/But, when the trusions were divided inta)those consistent with

orientation versu those whidh were not consistent, the older'

children produced malefe consistent intrusions than the younger

ones.

The second dependent. measure in the Brown et al. (1977) -study

was subjects' performances on a seriesk4of 10 probe questions.. Sixes'

.eh addressedl"filler" informa'tiOn about the character

and 'four. " critical probe" questio addressed information

available from the orientation information were asked of each

child. Of interest is the performance' on the "critical profie"

questions.. These questions-adciressed information which required

an inference between the target passage and the orientation informa7

tion. For these questions 80% of all responses made by the children

(across, grades) were judged with high confidence to have been from
.

the target ,passage when in fadt the information was not available

from the passage.

Beyond the obvious conclusion ,that older subjects perform

better than younger subjects, the effects of orienting information

were quite' apparent in Brown' et al, (1977). That is, if a subject

has appropriate 'information to begin with,. performance on a

learning task of new but related information is enhanced. Further,

48
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for the ages examined by Brown/et al. (1977) (second, fourth, and

sixth grades), subject's were/unable.to disCriminate between informa-

tion acquired from the passage and information related to the

orientation. information,/
L.

PSl

Another study. which bears on thin topic was recentlycompleted--
,..

by PiChert (Note 4/ thip:gtudy, he asked children in the third,

fifth, and seventh grades to -.Listen td the story. Used-by Anderson
,

and Pichert (078) and freely recall it following an interpolated

task. The children from each grade were divided"into three ;groups.

prior to hearing the story. One group served as a control and

simply aeard and °recalled thestOryil Theother `two groups, were

each given one of two perspectives (either,d safety expert or a

gla )'on the story Pichert had,,previously rated the information in

the stdry on its relevance to each' perspective. He Teasonedthat

! >

thesubjectS' perspeCtive,Would facilitate recall of perspectiVe

appropriate information. In..three recall task, this was not

the case. That is, the 'retell of the.Tissage by all groups. was

. ..

best. predicted by the ratings of theno-pergpective control group..

In this case, a perspective"taking task was not suffieient)to alter

the subjects' recall of the story.:

Two problems, which account for Pichert's (',Note 4) findings

are worthy of note. First, his raters,` rated. the relevance of

story:content to a perspective, not the story theme. That is,

o
text structure. was not considered by the raters in their judgments.
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Second, there was no pre-assessment to 'determine if the perspectiveV.
relevant information for the two perspectives was distinct and inde-

pendent as well as-familiar to:the Subject population.' Although

Picheit (Note 4) findings conflict with others (Brown et al.,1977),

the case caw..still be made that prior knowledgeand.biasing informa-

tion affect children's comprehension by children.

Based on the research 'reviewed in this section, a reasonable

conclusion is that prior knowledge affects comprehension in a

generally: positive manner. Historically, the subject's.backgtOund'

has beencOnsidetedan important variable" in;-studies of CoMpre-

hensionwl$attletti:1932). More recently, researchers have attempted

to obtain more specific ,information about'the parameters of this

variable but as' stated by Pace (Note 5), ". : investigators have

I
lacked. theoretically interesting and empirically useful"ways to

. .

characterize people's existing knowledge, as ,Fell as appropriate

analytical tools to describe the structure; content of

(p. 2). At this.time, a more positive'statement can be made

garding'this4iporoblem. With the recent advances in text linguistics

discourse analysis (Grimes .1975- Kintsch,'1974) 'and method-

ologies for assessing .the effect of prior knowledge (Brovin, et al.$
,

197:!.1toyer & Cable, 1975)., attempts can be-made to investigate

the relationship betWeen teXt:strUttUre and prior knowledgeThe

nextsectiOn. pioVides the rationale, lot'such an-attempt.
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Com rehension Rationale for the DissertatfOn Stud
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An information processing Model (Bobrow & Norman, 1975) and

a'cognitive developmental-theory-(Piagct, 1952) were discussed,

earlier. Both characterized change'in cognitive structures as

,being d e to the interaction of existing knowledge and new,

coming information from the environment. The focus of this paper\

has been. on what information ,the individual can acquire from prose.
_ \

Research was, presented which explicated certain components of texts.
.

which have been shown to affect comprehension-- cohesion of _informa-

\

tiont and the level of information in the\ hierarchy of text . These
.

components reflect those characteristics of prose "which yield eon-

sistent performance across disparate populations'(cohesion and

hierarchy by argument repetition) as well, as those which have

yielded differential affect's across disparate populations (cohesion

and hierarchy by logical relationships).-

Further, research conducted to assess the effects of prior

knowledge on comprehension was discuseed and several interesting

findings were nilted.: First, the studies indicated that for all

ages a conceptual baseabdut a _topic facilitates comp.-
,

rehension of,prose written about that topic. The other' finding,

suggested by the Brown et al.'(1977) 'stud that older subjects

(seventh graders) appear to be less blased by p iAknowledge in
,

learning from prOsehan Younger ones (third grader.
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, older subjects can discriminate, between inforthation from the

text and background knowledge about thetopic of the text. Younger

subjects are not as proficient at.this task. In addition, intrusions

-in the recalls of older-SUbjects are.relevant tothettopic.and add

to the organization of the protocol. Younger Subjects shoved no/
0

such tendency..
11

The question regarding how rior knowledge might affect the

subjects' recall with regard to the structure of the text is un-

answered. Brown'et halie Suggested/thatiat'leaSt for.

older Subjects the intrusion of prior knowledge into their.recall

added to the organization of the text°. This is consistent with

the result's obtained in unique study conducted by Lewis (Note 6).

Lewis utilized.Kintsch's (1974) System for parsing passages

into a series of interrelated propositions to, determine the

Structure ofthe stiMulus Passages in theStUdyIn order

blOok his subjects on prior knowledge regarding the topics of the

passages, Lewis, gave,; pretest on the-topi&bf each passage.

The subjects were then Ilocked into high, medium and low knoiaedge

groups and read the stimulus passages. After reading each p4sage,

thesubjects Sorted paragraphafrowthe paisage into gtoUPa that

"went togethe/r best.. Lewis found that as a !subjects degree-of

rior knowledge incr ased, the more'highly organized their sorts

becathe.. Further, aninteracti:onOf text structure. (cohesion of

the,text) knOwledgeaa-signifiCant.;.
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was highly organized, the subjects with high prior knowledge sorted

the paragraphs into more highly organiied units than those subjects

.

_in. the low knowledge group When the text was' not as organized,

this difference betweentheoknOW14e groups-was
\

negligible. i

1

0

One conclusion which.thesedata,suppprt is .that when the text
l

iSWell organized, prior Inowledgef tae topic has a facilitatiVe

.!. ,':,
. .

influence on the organization of.infOimation from.the text. If the
:111

textis poorly organized.; prior. knowledge d'oes not overcome problems

presented by a lack of cohesion. ..Thus.., the Lewis study supports a\'

'position invihichboth' the Structure of a t'ext and prior knowledge .1ti

affect.the organieation-of information in prose.

.While the Lewis (Note 6) study does suggest.that text 'gttueture

and prior knowledge affect Performance on a sorting task; it does
4

not provide information4about how these variables affeot"recall when

they are considered simultaneously.. If a highly organized body of

knowledge is more easily recalled than one poorly organized, then

.

recall for the high knowledge; well organized groups should be

greater than for,any other group. Again this is speculation.

With regard to any age related differences in this phenomena,

'

"little has been.'said. What ean beistated with regard to this
(t,

-interaction, based upon the literature reviewed? Unfortunately,

.:

:the,research existing ,on age related differences in the effects of
. a

.
.:

.

prior_knowledgeon cempreherision, as dealt almost exclusively with

marrativeprosq and not-,::ongideredtextrocture ih",a theoretical --

1

.
. . ,
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t, --

janner. Further, the. research on the effects of text structure on,

comprehension has virtually ignored the prior knowledge of the,

11,

o

subject.

The present study seeks to resolve thesesproblems by examining

the interaction of prior knowledge arid text structure on the

spontaneous accessibility and availability of information' in text:.

:

The ac essibility is measured by free recall-and the availability

by pro ed recall. F,rom a text structure perspective,-tt would -be.

expected that information from the highest levels,will be remembered --'

better.than information from the'lowest. However, one' 'prior'

knowledge can nullify this effect if it'is related to concepts which

A

hppear at a relatively low level in the text. With such prior know-

ledge, one's recall of lower level information would be better than

without .guch knowledge.

Performance on. probe questions has been shown to be generally

facilitated by prior knowleage (Pace, Note-5): This being the

.tase thegrOup receiving 'knowledge will generally do better

on probe questions than a 'group receiving no such knowledge.

Olson and Nickerson `:(Note. 7) have auggeted.that as :Children
^,6

progreSs throUgh,the SChoOlyearthey learft-to beCOme more text

'dependent:, That is, they'beCome More likeiY.to-constrain'their'

-responses on comprehension tasks to informh.tion within the text.

Younger subjects then should be more affected by their prior know-
, ,

, ledge than older subjects. This leads to a grade/age 'related



:hypothesis. That. is, the effects regarding differential recall

patterns should be more pronounced for a younger population than

for an older one. For%the,present study, the younger sample, of

Objects is drawn'froM fourth grade' classes. .By'this grade, .

children-have.begun-to encounter non -story texts in school and

should ,be comfortable with a wider range of topics, of discourse.
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,
,

The older sample:is drawn from eighth grade classes. By this

ipointin their education, these individuals have had experience

'at reading texts for testing and as Olson and NickerSork-(Note 7)

claim, should have-learned to confine their performante to infor-

mation in the text.

4 The dependent measutes.to be employed are: (1) the number of

propositions at each level of the hierarchy of a given text, re-

called by each:subject; (2) the organization of infOrmation from

the text included in the recall of each subject (as measured:by

the Kendall tau dtatistic); (3) the number and type of extra-text

intrusions'of information not from the text, into each subject's

fecall;.and (4) the number of subjects providing cOrreet answers

to a series. of probe questions about the to-be-remembered text,

The hypothese§ regarding each dependent measure are:

(1) Recall. If prior knowledge affectsonly'the amount of

A

recall, then there should be a main effect of knowledge condition,,

with the:effects of level in hierarchy on recall.being similar

.

for both knowledge:groups. If prior.knoWledge also affects what
0
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is recalled and hoWit is organized, then .the various group will

recall different numbers of propositions at various levels. Based

on the:findings of BroWn et al. (1975),"older subjects seem to
'f '

maintain the integrity of the text Cohesion when prior knowledge
%

is imported into recalls. Younger,subjects did not do this.

Further;, ,when adult subjects read a'well organized text and have
0

a high level.of knowledge about the topic of the. text, their sub7
r.

jective organization of. the text is.better-than subjects who have

:little knowledge of the topic (Lewis, Note 6)..

The following hypotheses are offered:4 Hypothesis 1(a). A

group receiving prior nowledge about a passage will recall more

44

%,

information related to that knowledge than will control groups

- .--

receiving,no Such knowledge. This will be m ifested in recall J

1

at the levels containing concepts related toAtheeprior knowledge.

At those levels, there will be increased recall or the prior

knOwledge group relative to a group receiving no r ated knowledge..
,

Hypothesis1(b), This, effect will' be pre sent for, he younger

subjects -but not the older.

(2) Organization of Recall'. 'Based upon the arguments pre-

sented for the hypothesis concerning recall, a hypothesis can

be stated for the organization of recall when compared to the

organization of the text itself. Hypothesis 2. For the fourth

graders', the order of -information appearing in recall will be

more reflective of the Order of information in the text for the
.
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unrelated knowledge group than for the prior knowledge group. No

difference in organization will occur between the unrelated Wro-w-

ledge group and the,no knOwledge group. No differences Will occur

between of older subjects.

:(3)'Intrusions. apothesis 3. Again, based upon the Brown

et al, (1977) study,, `intrusions found in the older subjects

recalls, will maintain the high level Of ,organization or cohesion

of-<the.stimulus text more so an those intrusions found in younger

subjects' recalls.

(4) Probe Questions. I ypothesis 4. Based,on Pace's (Note

_/findings, any dvantage in providng correct answers to the ques

will belong to the prior inoWledge group. Further, Pace found less

of an advantageof prior knowledge with older subjects. For the

presep study,younger subjects in the prior knowle ge group will

out their peers in the unrelated knoWledge --Loup. Older

subjects in the various groups will show little if any difference

in performance.

0'

I
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Subjects

II

METHOD

There were 45 children:a each of fourth.and eighth grades,'

Each was drawn from a school a, strict in a rural,.southeaStern
. .,

. 4 .

-_-14sconsin town., All. Children ere volunteers who bad- received

written parental consent to p icipate and'were in. the "normal"

range as judged by their-teachers and perfo nce on standardized

achievement tests. The average ages were 9 years 6 months (SD.
.

5 mos.) and 13 years 6 monthq:,(SD.5 mos.) for the'two grades,,

-respectively. At eaci) grade, 20 males and 25 fOtales were

tested:

Design

Each child heard and recalled' a passage following.one of three.

.,

kinds of experiencesprior knoWledge, unrelated knowledge, or no .

knowledge. At each grade, there were an equal number of sUbjectE

randomly assigned to,each group (15): .This resulted in a 3(knowl7

edge condition), by 2(grade) between subjects design.

Treatments

In the prior knowledgetredOnent, the subjects'heard a passage

'related to certain information in a target passage. In the unrelated
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knowledge treatment, the subjects heard a passage unrelated'to the

target passage. In the third treatment, the subjects received no

knowledge. Subjects in the two prior'knowIedge treatment conditions

heard the target passage and completed memory tasks 24 hours aftei

being exposed to the prior' knowledge. ''Subjects In the no knowledge

condition participated in the target passage tasks.
. ,

Assessment of Recall,.

q

Two memory tasks, werewere used to assess memory 'for .i.nformation in

the target passage: Free recallof the target passage'was used to

-measure:the acCOsibIlity of information: Three measures were

obtainedfrom the recall; (1) :tmOunt ofYrecall, (2) organization.

f recall, and (3) intrusions in recall. In'ordei to measure ,the

.aVailability of information from the .target passage, each subject'

Was asked a series of eight, probe questions.

Materials
er

0

The materials.bgedin the, present study clasigted of (1) the

target passage; (2) the. knowledge. base, a passage. containing Infor-
,

mation,related to the target passage4.(3) a,knowledge base unrelated'

..-,

to the'targetpassage; and (4) a set of questions .for the get

(
`the

the .knowledge base, and the unrelated knowledge b se. All

materials were used in a pilot study to insure that the level of

difficulty was appropriate for the-age range -of -the subjects in
A

5
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the to insure that the information. was novel to the_chil-q

dren. Th arget passage, knowledge base, unrelated knowledge base

N
and appropriatequestion6 appear in Appendices respectively.

4

The target passage and,corresponding *nOwledge base were written

so'that-they were related in the following manner.
.,"

Abase described-the growth of a Imall midwestern'town and included

information about its school: The target passage described that
..

\

tOwn' demise: A aecondary cause of,the deMise was'the school.

Additional'infotmationabout the;School:wasincluded in the target

passage. The unrelated knoWledge base was about a desert region.

And had no -connection to. either of the two texts. All texts were

selected "O assure, that they would intetest.the 'Children to. be

tested. The target passage andrelated knowledge bage were con-

siatent with the'Children'ssoCial Studies'cUrriculuM and,proVided
. . .

inforMation about an -interesting elilsOdeinl'iheir state's history.

The:questions for the respective knowledge bases were written

so that each dajor%subtOpiciof 6.:le bases was represented,- Th6.pkobe

question's wtitten,pr the"target passage were written to tap spec-

ific information. -Questions 2, 3, and 8 were written so that there

was a correct anSwer(s). from the target passage. Questions 1, A,

5, 6,'and 7 were written `so that-there were 'several plausible

answers.

AnalysiS 'Of the target passage proceeded as'fpllOws: First
,

I*

the passage was analyzed. into its Micropropositionsifollowihg
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/
Kintsch (1974; see 1.so Turner & Greene, Note 1). Following this,

the hierarchical an lysis of the rhetorical propositions was

accomplished using thrhetorical :predicates identified by Grimes,

(1975) inhis content structure. The visulting analysis yielded

82° micropropositions and 15 rhetorical propositions distributed

aCroa's-five levels of subordination (e.g., MictopropOsItions 1 -10

,appear at the 'highest level and are component parts, of rhetorical

proposition I: ,Midropropositiona 11 and,36.40 occur at Level 2 and ;

4).
,A

are component parts of rhetorical propositiOns II'and VII, reapec-

lively; and so on). AppendixG-shows the analysis of the target.

.

pa,sage into the text structure. Table 3 shows the number of

micropropoSitions and rhetorical propositions occurring at each

level in the passage. The underlined terms are rhetorical predi-

cates which serve as descriptors for the relationships between

rhetorical propositions (brithes, 1975). See Table 2 for a complete

list of the rhetorical predicates following.MeAr! (1975) defini-.

tion.

The target passage was written so that inforMation pertaining°

to the related knowledge base appeared at levels 3, 4, and,5, the

three lowest levels in the hierarchy (Micropropositions-64-70; 45-60;

52 -59; and 60-63), Additionally, information about.the present

condition,of the town and the nnnorini0 cannon nppoored ni thono

(levels (Micropropositions 71-74; 75-76; 77-82),-
a
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Table 3
r.

The Number of Micropropositions'and Rhetorical Propositions

at Each Level in the.Content Structure Hieraichy

of the Target Passage

Level

1 2 3

Micropropositions

Rhetorical Propositions

10

1

6

2

25

5

23 ,

4

18

3
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Procedure.
4

,

Oiie group was the prior knowledge. group. The other two were

controls. Each of the subjects in-the prior knowledge giOup saw

the experiMentei on, each of two consecutive days. . On the first. day;

. .

each subject iistened to a'taped version of-the related knowledge.;

base. The tape was stopped at various intervals and the subject

was askedan appropriate mastery cluestion. This continued through

tht end of the tape at which time the subject was asked to again.

answer all of the appropriate mastery "questions. If a subject

.s,failed to answer any (one or more) question(s), the:tape was again

played and the questions asked. Afly subject Who did not master

the'mattrial by the third .playing of the tape was dismissed and

did not participate further in the study. Only two subjects in the

fourth grade failed to reach criterion. On the second day, each

subject listened to a recording of the target passage. F011owing

the tape, each subject was instructed to "Tell

as you remember from the tape you just heard..

exactly, but, if you een'Oemember exactly use

The recall of each subject 'was recorded. When

as much as poSsible

Try to remember

your own words."

the subject hesitated,

a prompt--"Can you remember any more ?" was given. This continued

until the subject said no more could be remembered. F011oWing

recall, the probe questions/for the. targetpassage were asked and

responses recorded.
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Protocol Analysis

The responses of each subject were transcribed and the free

recall analyzed//in the same manner, as the text of the target

passage. The micropropositions which appeared in each protocol

were compared to those in the text analysis. A scoring criterion

which allowed a recalled proposition to be scored as correct if

it was semantically equivalent was adopted. ,The level cf the textAl

structure in 'which a correctly recalled microproposition appeared

was noted.

Interrater agreement for the protocol analysiA was obtained by

having an independent rater analyze three'protocOls from each group

fbr a total of 18 protocols. .The independent rater was a graduate

student who is familiar with Kintsch's microstructure analysis

system, but blind to the group and grade of the subjects. The

analysis of each protocol scored by the independent rater was com-
a.,

.

pared to'thtanalyses of that'protocol done by the author. Propbsi-

tions which occurred in both:protocols were scored as an agreement.

Using this method, an inttrrater agreement of 93% was obttined

All disagreements were reSolved by discussion.'
f'
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RESULTS

Recall

I

Frequency of..recall analysis. .Twp planned contrasts were con;

ducted at each' of the five levels in the 'text structure. The con-I

trasts of interestere: (1) prior mowledge vs. unrelated knowledge

group, and (2) unrelated knowledge vs. noknoWledge grOup. The

dependent measure was the number of propositions.recalledat each.

level.

Two series of planned compariSons were conducted. atieachI the
lk 1

five leVels of. subordination in the text structure for/each grac e

level separately. The first series of comparisons as conducted to

i

detect a practice effect. That is, the no.; e control group
.-,

I
,

should consistently perform more poorlythan the unrelated knoledge
/ .

group at all five levels in the hierarchy. n order to test this,.

one-tailed tests were conducted at each level in the hierarch' b'e-.

tween the no knowledge control group'and the unrelated knowledge

group with\--the hypothesis:

H
1.

Unrelated knowledge group no knowledge control.g oup

/
The second series of tests was conducted between the prior rowledge

group and the unrelated knowledge group. Since the hypothesis re-
,/

garding the recall dif4 ferences betwePa_these groups'"was interactive,

the direction of the tests at certain levels was difOrent. For

:53..

1
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the highest,levels (Levels 1 and 2), the recall of the unrelated

knowledge group should exceed that of the prior knowledge greup.

For the lower three levels (Levels 3, 4, and 5), the recall of the

prior knowledge group should exceed that of the unrelated knowledge

group. It may be-recalled that information related to the pri6r

knowledge passage Occurredat theSe lwels. The speCifiere.hypotheses%a
1!

can be Stated for-the levels of subordination in the text structure.

'Levels l'and 2: Hi: -Unrelated knowledge group > Prior

knowledge group_

Levels 3, 4, and 5: H1: Prior knowledge group > Unrelated

knowledge group

Since the family-wise alpha for a two-way design was set at

',.15, each of the'10 tests was performed-at the .015 level using

-Dunn's procedure (Kirk, 1968) . The hypothesis'Of differential
,

effects is to the fourth -grade data. ,Altheugh the-same

tests.were-conducted on the 'eighth grade data, the overall hypOthe-'

sis of this study is.that-the_differential effect.will not occur f

for these subjects. Na direct, statistical comparisdhs were made

between grades due to the often found difference in variability

of performance. Additionally, a test for main effects of age seemed
-

trivial since most studies have provided consistent 'findings that

older subjects remember more than younger subjects. Although the

variability of the two grade levelS is'similar, the morePpowerful

design, planned copparisons at each grade, was. adopted. _All

between grade comparisons were descriptive in nature.
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A summary of the recall data appears in Table 4. The first

,,,series of comparisons conducted on the fourth gi-ade data was con-

ducted to determine if there was a'practice effect evident between

the unrelated knowledge group and the no knowledge group.. -To be

brief, no significant d1ifferences were detected between these two
r

groups at,the fourth grade level. That is, there were no practice

.effects.

For the second series of comparisons (prior knowledge vs.'

unrelated knowledge) at the fourth grade, the prediction was, that

at the most superordinate levels, the prior knowledge 0:alp would

not have an advantage over the unrelated knowledge group, :but at

the lower levels they would. Any, advantage at the highest 1vela

)would be in favor of the unrelated, knoTiedge group. At the highest

level (Level 1, -Table 4>,the dilference in recall between the

. .
.

.

.

prior knowledge. group and'the unrelated. knowledge group was signi-

ficant [t(42) = 2.30, MSE = .86]. That is, the prior knowledge

'group recalled-significantly less than the unrelated. knowledge

group. For Levels 2, 3, and 4 in the text hierarchy, there were

no significant differences.between the prior knowledge grouu and

the unrelated knowledge group. At Level 5;-however, the prior

knowledge-group recalled significantly more propositions than the

II

unrelated knowledge group [t(42) = 2.30, MS = 7.28].
E

These data indicate that prior knowledge had a specific effect

on recall. The subjects receiving unrelated prior knowledge- had an

advantage over the subjects in the prior knowledge group in recall
1
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations for the Number of

Micro ropositions Recalled by the Prior Knowledge (PK),

Uhr- ated Knowledge.(UK) and No Knowledge (NK) Groups

at Each Lewd in the Content Structure Hierarchy by

Subjects in the Fourth and Eighth Grades

Grade .Group.

4th

8th

PK X

SD

NK

SD

SD

PK

SD

SD

NK

SD

Level

2) .3

.47* 1.20 3.20 2,93 .4.67**

1.12 1.37 :2.68 2.12 3.06

1;73 1e60 3.47 2.40 1.87

1.71 1.55' 3.18 2.77 1.76

1.60 .93 2.93 2.67 2.73

1.04 - 1.39 2.84 1:72 3.06

1.73* 2.20 6.07 6.87 4.87

1.71 r. p1.86 3.06 3.04 2:77

3.20 2.60 * ** 4.93 5.67 4.93

1.78 1.30 .1.86 3.15 3.67

1.86 1.27 5.20' 4.27 .3.20

1.74 1.22 3.14 3.81 2.14

*

* *

* * *

= PK < UK, 2 . .015

= PK > U 2 < .015

= Ui > NK, < .015

(n = 15 per. cej.1)
r.
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of information high in the text hierarchy. The prior knowledge group

on the other hand had an advantage over the Unrelated .knowledge
.

group. That iS; they recalled prior knowledge-related information'

'in the text, even though that information wasIlow in the text hierar-

(
'hy.

For the eighth grade date,,when the contrasts between the un-

related,knowledge group and.the no knOWledge group were made, the

only contrast reaching-significance was at Leve1,2 (see Table 4).

At Level 2 in the text hierarchy, the unrelated knowledge group

recalled more than the no knowledge group [t(42) = 2.30, MS = 2.20].

No other contrasts reached Significance.

At the eighth grade, the effect of prior knowledge was not

hypothesized to be significant Alany level. When the second, series

of contrasts was conducted (prior knowledge group vs. the unrelated

knowledge group), the difference in recall at LeVel 1 (see Table 4)
. ,

was .found to be significaat [t(42) = 2.30, MSE = 3.04]. As with.

the fourth, grade group, the unrelated knowledge group recalled more

than the prior knowledge group.. No other contrasts between the

prior 'knowledge group and the unrelated knowledgegroup.reathed

Significance. Although, the unrelated knowledge group recalled

more:propositions at the highest level in the. text hierarchy, the.
data are not .consistent with the overall' hypothesized .effect. of

prior knowledge. They are more consistent with the hypothesized

_

lack of specific effect of prior knowledge at this grade level.,,

%,.41, c
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. By collapsing across levels in text, the overall performance of

he three groups at each grade can be determined. Table 5 provides.

he mean number of propositions recalled by each group at each grade.

Although not relevant to the specific hypotheses of the present study,

a one-way analysis of variance was conducted. separately at each grade

level for descriptive purposes. The performance of the three groups

at the fourth-grade level did not differ. At the eighth-grade level,

the mean number of propositions recalled. by the, various groups dif-
%

fered significantly (F = 4.82, df = 2,43, 2. < .05). It is attrib-

utable to the poor performance of the no knowledge group relative

to the others and follows from the hypothesis that the practice.

afforded the.unrelated knowledge group'would facilitate recall. The
/.

effect is a general effe t, and pecific to a level in the text

structure.

Ranks of proportionate recall: An alternative analysis, An

alternative mean; of examining recall is to consider the proportion
t5)

of total number of propositions recalled at each level by each
,

subject. (ProportiouL;'.have the advantage of allowing one to draw

comparisons across levels

has .a different number of

rank. ordered from highest

in the hierarchy, even when each level

text propositions.). The proportions were

to lowest (1-5).. A test of concordance

among rank orders (Kendall's.W) was conducted on the mean ranks

for each group at each-grade. At the fourth grade, the rank
.

orderings atOng'the various groups were different (W = .11) and

70
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.Table 5

Mean and Standara Deviation for the Total Number of

Propositions Recalled by Fourth- and Eighth-Grade Subjects

in Prior Knowledge (PK), Unrelatd Knowledge (UK)

or No Knowle4 ge (NK) .Groups

Group

Grade PK UK

Fourth X 12.47 11.07 10.87

. SD 4.58 4.53 4.90

Eighth 21:73 21.33. 15:73

SD 4.42 6.16 7.08

*One-way ANOVA indicated an overall difference (F = 4.82, df =

2/43, P < .05) between grops.

(n = 15 per cell)



negatively correlated with each other = -.34). For the eighth

grade, the groups rank orders were more similar (W = .52), and

positively correlated with-each Other (i = .28). This analysis

yielded findings similar to the analysis'of the number of proposi-

,

tions recalled'by each group at each level in the text structute.

That, is, the fourth graders showed differential recall at the

various levels while the eighth graders did not

.Probe Questions

Responses to each probe question were first placed into one

three categories: (1) correct, (2) incorrect, and (3) n response.

Z tests of differences between percentages of subjects in each group

.,making correct response's within grade were conducted. The tests were

two-tailed since no 'directional hypotheses were stated. Descriptive

information about the types of answers given to specific questions'

60

by each groUp will be presented.
--

_

Table 6 shows the percentage of subjects-offering correct

3.i

responses to each of the probe' questions. Por the fourth graders,

./.

a greater percentage of the subjects in the prior knowledge.group.,

than the unrelated knowledge group provided correct responses to

Questions 2; 3, 6, and 8 (Z = 2.60, 2.40,.2.43, 3.28, respedtively,

.05 in all cases). No differences were observed between_the

Unrelated knowledge group and the,no knowledge group. At the

eighth grade, the only difference occurred in for Question 2. A

greater proportion of subjects in the prior knowledge group answered



Table

The Pel.centage and Frequency_` Subjects from the:

. .

Fourth and Eighth Grades Who Answered.PrObe-Questions

Correctly in the Prior Knowledge (PK),

Unrelated Knowledge (UK), or No Knowledge (NK) Group

0

Question.
Grade

Fourth Eighth
Group

\ .

/ Group

PK UK -- NK AM :, UK NK

1

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8

!

100(15)

80(12)*

100(15)*

87(13)

67(10)

93(14)*

:80(12)

'80(12)

33(5) .

57(10)

73(11),

73(11)

53(8Y'

87(13)

47(7)

87(13):

13(2)

87(13),

73(11)

93(14)

.60(9) .

93(14)

60(9) :

100(15)

93(14)*

100(15)

100(15):

93(14)

100(15)

100(15)

100(15)

87(13)

:37(7)

:100(15) .

87(13),

93(14)

80(12)

.93(5)

80(12)

. 87(13)

47(7):

100(15)

87(13)

73(11)

80(12)

67(10)/
Ii

/--

87.(131

.

*prier knowledge. different froM unrelated knowledge, g < .05.

4;

//

0

dr+
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Auestion 2 66-rre tly than did th==e unrelAt4knoWledge group (Z. =
____.--.

2,75, . 2. < 05/. AS in';:he fourth grade; no "differences were
,-- .

.

observed between the unrelated knowledge group and the no knowledge

62

group.

The quality of answers to Questions 1, 3, 5, and 6 provide

addiaonal,data regarding group differentes within grade. For

Question 1 (How was!thetown different?), 53% Of. the fourth

graders and 67% of.the eighth graders in they .prior knowledge group:'

included-a reference to:the school in their answerAr-a plausible

target passage by itselfinference given the contents o t

Reference to the echoOl in the answ s

20% and 13% Of_the responses cf:,the unrelated knowledge. group.in,the
.

fourth and eighth gradersreSpecti y-and:1% and .33% of the

responseg of the no knOwiedge-grOuvat,fOurth and eighth grade,

respectively.
o.

Question .3 (For what was,the'building in town

riOr knowledge group in the fourth grade r ferred to theof the

used ?), 47%

school in answecs. The(other. two groups in the fourth grade

, .

each referredto theschoO:L20% of the*time.' At the eighth grade,

_the priorknowledgezroUp refetre 6 the sdhOol 53X of the time,

the unrelated_knoWledge group ofthe:time, and theno knowledge

group 33% of the time. Again;:althOUgh'referenceto the !school was

a plausible answ'r,:.the prior knowledge group at each grade seemed

more inclined" to include it in their answe . tnitionaily; the

prior knowldhge group referred to *e-build s use As a church 53
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of the time in both, the fourth and eighth grades. No one the

63

unrelated knowledge group at either grade did so and only one sub-

.

ject in the no knowledge at both grades did so. This

information was available only in the related knowledge base.
. .

. .

The responsea to. Question 5 (Why did the youngsters.want better

jobs?)also provide interesting data.' Although not meritioned in the

passage, refeiences to the need for more money appeared in the

sresponses."at both grade levels. Fdr the prior.knowledge, unrelated

knowledge; and:no knowledge groups at the fourth gtade, 13 %,:33 %,

and .47%tf the subjecte included references to'maney:in them

responses resPectiVely. For the .eighth grade, the proportions were

7%, 47%, and 60%, respectively, fOr the prior knowledge, unrelated

knoWledge; and no knowledge-groups. Althoughall,grOups at-both

grades had a high correct responses to this question, the,

groups with no related prior knoWiedge seemed to Include more

references to a non -textr(although-plausible) answer.
!. .

/

'Qu'estion 6 (What was unusual about the school?) also elicited

answers which W4re.gon-textased. That is, 40% of the subjects in

the prior knowledge groUp at hoth-gradesLieierred to the fact that

both blacks arid,Vhites'attendeetheschooL This responde was based

on the prior knowledge base. No.ont in the

such a resptiiae in'their ahsWer
/ '

other groups included

For performance on probe questions:the difference between

grade§ in the effects of prior knowledge observed id the recall
,

measure are again observed. That, is, with the ..1xception of perform-
/

u
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"ante on a singy question, no differences were observed among the

groUps at.theghth grade level. Sever 1 'differences in per-

formance on.questions.were observed at the fourth grade level.

These differences are in favor of the ptior knOwledgelgtoup, Prior

knowledge had'a general,,facilitatiVe effect for the fourth graders'.

performance and apparently made little.or no difference to the

eighth graders.

ntrusions

The hypothesis as stated regarding intrusio
%

intrusion of the older subjects would be ,more 'con

s was that 'the

with the

information Contained in the tex_han thtse.of the younger

Table '76hows the number of subjects whose recall 'included intru-
, \

sions of 'information not\i. thy text. As can be seen, the overall

'number Of'subjects who ha

(prior knowle&ge--eighth g

ograde).. This being the cas

mode.

s is low in certain groups

and,unrelated knowledgefourth

group comparisons. will not be

For the eighth-grade dat seven of the subjects' intrusions

included eriOrsin the ,name o the town (e.g., Iron Ridge or. Platte-

Ville instead of Pleasant; subjects incorrectly. stated

that the 'qUalitycfthe schOol r education Was:poor and one subject

r

realled that the, tOWnA3rovided (insteadcf-tew)A jobs., It 'is

.

interesting to note that. all "intrusions" atthedighth grade were eS-

sentially' recall of ilfforrect information.and not intrusions of

unrelated or additional information.
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Table 7

*4

Number of Subjects in Prior Knowledge (PK),.

Unrelated Knowledge (UK), and No Knowledge (NK)-

Groups Who Displayed Intrusions of Non-Text

InfOrMation in Their Recalls

Group.

Grade PK UK NK

Fourth''

Eighth

5. (n = 15)

= 15)

= 15)

1.5)

. 8 (n = 15)

.6:;( = 15)



At the fourth-grade level, three subjects included' errors-in

66

the town's name in their recall. One subject's recall included

information from the prior knowledge base (the subject was in the
4

prior knowledge group). The remainder of the intrusions consisted

of incorrect info ation,ahoput the town (e.g., It was large; They,

built more buildin ±t had -one factory).

/

It is interesting to note that virtually all subjects (except

"the one subject in the fOurth-gradeprior.knovledge group) who

produced intrusions. at 11 did so'in the form Of -incorrect ".

inforMation.: This is consis across grades and groups.'

Organization of Recall

-Since the hypothesized. effec prior knoWledge is at the
!

higher level organization or macrostr cture of the text, 1the

_organization of the recall of the -macrostructure by each subject

was compared to the high level organization \of the text. This

structure is represented by the 15 hig*Ivel text units in Appendix

G. A Kendall's tau statistic was used to compare' the organization.

...

of each subject's protocol with that of the text. The mean Kendajl
....)-

tau Value for subjects at each grade in-each groupjare shown- in
ii

i

Table 8. A .one-way-analySis of Variance waS:Conducted at each

I

grade to determine if the mean Kendall tau. differed across
i

groups.. -Smply put, no difference in the mean Value.OfKendall'S
,

.

-tau' was ohgerved-at either grade. That is, no difference in the
; ,

degree of concordance between subjects'. protocols and Oe text was

observed between any sroups within grade,



Table 8

Means. and Standard Deviations for the Kendall tau :alues

for Recall by Fourth and Eighth' Graders in the(

Prior Knowledge (PK), Unrelated Knowledge (UK) Ld.

Grade

No Knowledge (NK) Grouf-SN'\,s_'

yyI

Group

PK UK NK

Mean SD Mema'- SD Mean

Doutth

SD

.22 .46 .46: .53_ .48

Eighth .55 :27 ,71 .70

.60'

)
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
.

Limitations of the Study

There are two limitations in generalizing the findings of the

present study: One is the use Of orily one pasage as the stimulus.

Although prior knowledge was manipulated, it is conceivable that

with a passage of different style Orcontent, the effects observed

here could be .altered. Clearly, these results are in need of'

replication with other Passages. of varying'contentand-styleif a

broad generalization is to be Made. The second limitah.Concerns
.

the nature of the manipulation. The prior knowledge was,relatedt

information low in the passage hierarchy .2 Whether .a difference in

recall between knowledge conditions would be observed, when the

prior information is related to other levels in the text remain an

open question. Again,further study is necessary.

There is also a potential concern with "experimental-bias."

If an experimenter blind to the particular knowledge condition had

.administered the target passage and memory tasks on the second day,'

a possible source., of_ bias could have been:avoided." While .this

limitation may present a problem toan assessment of a "pure'

1

effect of'prior knoWledge, it is in fact the way in which most

instruction occurs. That is, the same teacher provides, day -to- day



instruction in the same room with knowledge of students' abilities

and prior knowlodge.

Age related differences'were obser7d

I

obtained here. .Before a strong effirmat

in the various measures

69

of Olson and Nickerson's

(Note 7) hypothesis is stated, research must e conducted with a

more complete agr sample. The seemingl tic change in perform-.

ance between the two grades must be examined t the.intervening ages

in order to establish a linear change with age

Major Findings

Frey sous re earch and theory related to prase comprehension

and recall suggested that both the structure of a text and prior.'

knowledge about the text affe t what is remembered (Kintsch & van

. /
,Dijk, 1978). Two memory'tasks were used to assess the interactive

effects of:text structure and prior knowledge.on recall at two age

levels, fourth and eighth graders. For one task, free recall of

the passage,. the measures were: the amount of recall, the organiza-

tion ofrecall, and intrusion of inform'ation from sources other

than the text. The other task consisted of a series of eight

probe questions about the passage.

Amount Recalled

It was predicted that the recall of altext by younger subjects
I

with a text - related knowledge base would, differ from the recall of
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the text by sameage subjects who possessed no such knowledge base.

Oldet,pubjects were predicted to show no such effect.

For the younger subjects, those who received a related prior

knowledge base before hearing and recalling a'target passage-re-

called qualitatively different,informatiOnthau subjects receiving

no such information. A less consistent pattern of'qu-Alitative
0

differences appeared for the older subjects. The prediction base6

on a text-structure approach was that information at the most

superordinate level in a text would be best recalled.while informa-

tion at more subordinate levels would not be recalled e.s

The prediction based on a prior knOwledge effect was that informa-,

1

tion related to the knOWledge bae would be best recalled,. no
. , ./t rMatter where it appeared'in thesruCture of the text. Prior-..-

knowledge was purposefully structured. so as to be related to low.

level (in a hierarchical sefise) iaformation in the target passage.

This lea to an intLractive hypothesis. That is, at the highest

level of superordination, subjects who had specific prior knowledge

would recall more information than those subjects whose prior

knowledge might "orient" them to information at a lower level of

subordination. On the other hand, tie. group who received the

prior knowledge should recall more information at the level of

subord'ination containing information related to the pzlor knowledge.

And, if that level is low in the text hierarchy, the prior knowledge

group :Should recall more. information than a group .with no prior
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'knowledge. The prinCipal findings of this.study support such

predictions.,

Planned comparisons at the fourth grade between the prior

knowledge' group's recall' and the unrelated knowlede group's recall.

at each .level in the text. hierarchy was conducted:,. These tests

indicated that at. the highest evel in the hierarchy.the unrelated

knowledge group recalled significantly more information than did.

the prior knowledge group. The- performance of the unrelated

knowledge-,group Is consistent with a "',..1:kt, structure" hypothesis.

At the lowest level' In the text hierarchy, the comparisons pro-

duced results cons:steht with a prior knowledge hypothesis.

That is the group who received text related prior knowledge,

recalled more information at the lowest level in the text hierarchy

othandid a group receiving no such, knowledge. An examination of
i

the specific information recalled by the various groups provides

.. -,
,

a more informed basis for discussion. Table 9 shows the number
1

f

subjects who-recalled information. from each of /the rhetorical

propositions in the text. at each levullin.the hierarchY:,,,,_
.

.

The comparison of recall by the prior kndwledge. group with..
..,

the unrelated knowledge group at each level in the hierarchy in-

dicated

. ,

that'the.two groups differedet the highest and lowest
,

I

Level in the hierarchy. At the highest level in'the hierarchy'

(Level 1,.Table.9),_the recall of information from.rbatorical.

1 (the only unit at that level) accounts for the.
T

proposition

_4
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Table 9

Number of FoUrth Graders from the Prior Knowledge (PK) and

Unrelated Knowledge (UK) Groups Who Recalled.information

from Each.High. Level Unit at Each Level of the

- Text Hierarchy

`Text
Unyit Gropp

Level in the High Level PR UK
Hierarchy Unit (n = 15) (n = 15)

1 3 11

2 :5' 5

7 5 7

3!

°5

8

12.

13

7 7

3. 5

3 5

"4

6` 3

9 5

14 11

15

5

8

14.

1

'0
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difference. The information at this level proVides information //

about the lack of jobs,in the town. Everything else in the passage '

is either aresult.of the lack of jobs or a further description of

the town. For the unrelated knowledge group, this information

most probably was important in the organization of Cr.: other inform-:
i

,

ation itiOthe passage. Empirically, this is not the case for the

/
prior knowledge group.

The other difference in free recall occurred at the lowest

level in the text hierarchy. (Level 5, Table 9). By-examining

2Table 6, rhetorical propoSition 15, a large discrepancy. in the

number of subjects who recalled information from that unit is

obseryed. Rhetorical proposition 15 provides a description of

the town as it stands presently. :One reason for the high frequenc'

C
of recall from this unit is that it provides closure to the.hi-tori,

of the town. That is, rhetorical proposition 15 may have provided

a conclusion-like statement to a series of events about pleasant

Ridge. If this were the case, then other statements which lead to

this "conclusion" should be recalled better by the prior knowledge

group. The i'c direct path to this conclusion includes.rhetorical

propositions 13 and 14, as well as 15 (Table 9).. Although rhetor-

ical propositions 13 and 14 are not at the level in the hierarchy

best recalled by the p±or knowledge group, .there are large dif-

ferences'in performance on these units by the prior knowledge

goup and the unrelated knowledge group. The number of subjects
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. who recalled information from rhetorical p 'Iopositions 13, 14, and

15 appears to be greater for the prior knowledge group than for

the un-,!ated knowledge group. The information in these units

states that no one returned to the town once they left it and that

the town is deserted with only the cemetery remaining. (See

Appendix A for the text.)

One alternative explanation for the recall of information in

rhetorical propositions 13, 14, and 15 is a recency effect. This

does not seem to be the case,given the level of performance by the
6 ,

unrelated knowledge group. Anotir explanation.fs that subjects.

in the prior knowledge group rew4abured the "conclusion" to a. chain

of events. :This would be consistent with the currentrreseardron

recall of event chains in general (Warren, Nicholas, & Trabasso,.

1975) ,..as well as narratives (e.g., Mandler & Johnson, 1977) where

conclusions are among the most often recalled elements. The stimur

lus in the present study, while written as a histciric text, dces

conform to z,ne description of a narrative. That is, it col. '; a

number of temporal and causal sequences. The information in ',Lilts

13, 14, and 15 provide both a temporal end point in a sequence of

events and a consequent of that event sequence begun for the prior

knowledge group in the knowledgebase.

For the unrelated knowledge group, the event sequence, if it

..... ,

treated as such,- was not nearly as salient as the hierarchy:.

established by the content structure of the passage. That is,
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the levels of subo'.7dination in y.11.e. target passage had more of an

effecct on t he unrelated knowledge :grout: than did the event struc-

ture in' the. passage.

Organization of Recall

One pOssible effect of prior knowledge is to orient the

listener/reader in.such,a way that the organization of information

in a protocol would be different than that of a Subject with

.clifferent level of.knowledge. For the present study, it was hypothe--.

sized that. such an effect would occur fbr the younger. subjects.. That

.

is, that the degree of,concOrdanceobetween the text organization and

theLorganization of recall by.6ubjects in prior knowledge grOup

.

would be less than the concordance between the text and theprOtbcols

of. ,subjects in the unrelated knowledge. Such an, effect did not

reach significance (Table 8) for either age group. Even though

the subjects in.the prior knowledge group'at the fourth grade level'

differed in the. amount and content of recall, there was no signi-
I

ficant difference An the extent to which the order of theirrecall:

was in concordance with that of the text. Other researchers have

noted such a difference in free recall-of texts (Clark,.Note 8;

Stein & Nezworski; 1979). In these.cases, a random*ddring of

sr tences from a text or-varied instructional conditions produced

differences between ,the order of information in protocols and the

order of a text. The present results indicate ,1-lat even when t'-'e

amount and content of recall is different for groups, a text which
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is structured in a somewhat typical manner will yield similar recall

organization across groups.

Intrusions in Free Recall

The stated hypothesis was that the intrusions made by older,

subjects (eighth graders) would be more consistent with the content

and organization of the target 'passage than those made by the

younger subjects. This hypothesis was based on the findings of

Brown.et al. (1977). They found that prior-knowledge-appropriate

information which was'consistent with a text made up a majority of

the intrusions, even though, the'overall,quantity of intrusions was

quite low. Thexesults of the present study (Table 7) are consistent

with the Brown et al. (1977) study in that the overall amount of

intrusions was small.Additionally, all except one intrusion (a

fourth-grade subject in the prior ghowledge,gioup) consisted of

incorrect information about some content from the text. One
4

explanstionfor the lack of intrUsions is that the target passage

was an intact text. That is,. in past research (e.g., Brown'etial.,

(1977), the target passagesjiave.been purposefully ambiguouvocaS1.

to allow different perspectives to operate in comprehension. the

present text could "stand alone" and neeaed. rro ;Aditional information

to "make sense."'.

Probe Questions

A series of eight.probes Was constructed to provide amore

I
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in-depth mlasure of each su,,Ject's memory for 4nformation in the
J,

target passage. (See Appendix B for a list of probe questions.)

Significant differences in performance on the questions favored

the Trior knoWledge group at both the.fourth and eighth grades.

At the eighth grade,. with.the exception of a question about the:

name of the town, all grpups performed at or near perfect. That
,

is,.even though free recall was far from complete for any subject,

the eighth graders were able to ret-ieve most of'the information

when given an appropriate cue.

The second question was the only one which produced a signi-

ficant difference between groups at both grades. This.question is

ponsidrred to be a manipulation check. That:is, there was-only one

mention of the town's name in the target passage, but it occurred

.seVerartimes in the'prior knowledge passage and was one of the _

. k

mastery items. The prior knowledge group should be more likely to

recall the name if they remembered the prior knowledge. The results'
.

.(Table 6) indicate such an effeCt.

Questions.3,:4, and 8 (Table 6) also yielded significant
. /

differences.in performante among the various fourth srade group.

In all_cases, the prior knowledge group performed Vetter than the

unr lated knowledge group. Questions 3 and 6 were directed toward

ii ormation in the target passage which should be "highlighted" by.

the prior: knOwledge and as such shOuld yield better performance b3:
/.

that group.. This was the case. Question 8, however,-is not relat-.0d

89.
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directly to specifi..; content in the prior knowledge. The question

was directed to r,id the present state of the town. Again, in this

case, performance favored the prior knowledge group. The correct
CO

response to this question came from 'text units appearing low in the

text hierarchy. This information is the same that was freely re-

called better by the priOr.knowledge.

The prior knowledge group not cmly correctly answered questions
- ,

related to the prior knowledge more often but aleoperformed better

on information not directly.related to the prior knowledge. This

replicates.Pace's (Note 5) findings.

Educational, Implications

As with most research in which prose comprehension is the

major concept under examination, there ,are questions regarding

impliCations for educational practice. It is clearlyAimPractical
I

to-recommend-that-teachers_take an inventory of):each,pupil's ptior
,

knowledge before instruction begins. One. recommendation which

can be made is, based on the fact that the structure of and relation-
.,

ships between instructional units are highly related to the manner

in which learners organize and remember information ftom those units.

In units nove.ltz learners, critical information should.be prominent

in a hierarchical sense. In subsequent:units,'care should betaken.

so_that the biasing effect of prior units is taken into account
.

since subsequent` accessibility is/affected. Further, it might

- .

be noted /ny activity which provids a Context for to-be-remembered
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will'no doubt enhance its memorability given the proper

A second implication concerns the constructidn of assessment

tasks. That is, before the construction of the task, the objective:

of the assessment should be considered. In other words, if the

object of the:assessment is to confirm that certain information is
J

merely stored in memory, then a probed'or cued recall task-is

appropriate... If the objective is to'deterdine-how that information

is stored. and the ease with which the learner can access it, then

a measure such as free recall is more appropriate, In Tost cases,

both issues are of concern, hence, multiple measures may be best.

The last implication extends far beyond the. classroom. That

is that when we comprehend discourse, ourexpectancies and prior

knowledge affect the meaning we obtain and the information we

store. This is not a new finding (Bartlett, 1932) but is a re-

affirmation of the 'power of our biases in understanding our. world,'

r.
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The smPli towns in Wisconsin the 1800'silId rwt ov-ide jobs

0

for the yourm-gters growing up in them. One tme.a. thts was

Pleasant iU e. Although ±t was diff,=-7---ent.f=4 .many cy:bar:towns,

ali the people whop lived there were facmers .11tfe wane no

stores or factories in the town. For lord tt.r. :mall town,

had only One.building., AL_ the town 1-meetini-.. aninp-,--ies ware

held in tilet building.

When the'youngsters from the small town prewto, they moved

away. They left ,to find bet ter_ jobs: The re.4.--t t.'t the Young-

sters wanted better jobs was' that the towns thotIlLgave_tfiem a

good education. The log schoolhouse had bpp-ri, -tpo 1;_Er 3y the farmers

and it/was the only one of its kinds in the The teachers

,-were very good and the students liked their When they -
/,

finished school, they wanted to move awayall. atier_places.

/Once the youngsters moved; away from the sop, J...pawm, they ,

never returne . Soon; the town ,was deserted. MI, milv part of

the1ftOwn.left is a;c6meLery.Where the:settle-7 f the town are

bu4ed.'

1
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Why was the town different from othar:ilowns in Wisco, n?

What was the. rame of the town?

Tilhat was the. cne.:building- in the to uls-ed for?

5"y did the yaungster leave?

5. A;;/--did they want better i obs?

6. U.7.y was the school unusual?

7. What did the yOungstets do when they finished. schbol?

8. What is 'the" town like now?
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'PLEASANT RIDGE AND DISTRICT NO. 5 SCHOOL

low

While there were' many small towns in Wisconsin inithe 18Q0's,

none was like Pleasant Ridge. Pleasant Ridge was diff(,.ren frOm
/

t

7

9

the'others for two reasons. One reason was that it was the first

town settled by blacks in Wisconsin. These first settlers_ were_dx-
."

slayes from. Virginia: They had traveled by riverboat and covered

wagon to southwest WiscOnsin. Once they arrived;Tthey bought a

piece of land and called'it Ple ant Ridge; The second reason that

.Pleasant Ridge was different was that it had a school. Very few

towns in Wisconsin had schools then.
-

The schoOl was atartedhy a Man named John Greene; He was

also an ex -slave and was One of the:few people in the area who could`,:.`//.

read and write. This made him realize that the town needed a.school.-

He got.together-with the rest of the'farmers_in-the-area-and-built

a. school. The name of the school was District No. 5 school.

District No 5 School was perhaps the first school-in the

nation to have both black and white students.

school 'to have both black and white teachers.
.

important to the state of Wissonsin.

It also was the first

This made it very

Singe District No. 5 School was'the only building in Pleasant

Ridge, it was used for many things.- For a long time, the lo- school-

house wasused as a church and a, community cent4. In addition to

getting:a. gOod:education'at District N . 5 School, people went to

partieaand'ieetings there. e youngsters from Pleasant Ridgewere
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r
1. What is the name of the town?

2. What are the two reasons why it is different?

3. Who started the school?

4. Why did he realize the town needed a school?

5. What was the school's name?

-6. Why was the school important to Wiconsin?

7. What-was the schoolhouse used for?

8. How many bliildings.did Pleasant Ridge havein it?
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In southwestern Africa there is agreat stretch of'dryland.

The land is flat _with no lakes or rivers. Vegetation is scarce.

The plants and animals-that live there haveadatped to a place with

Attie Water and high temperatures. This place is called the Kalahari

Desert. The Kalahari De( sert covers pail 'Of-South Africa.
1

,

The plants of th alahari have chaltged'so that the can live

in the depert weathe ..., Most of the" plants_ are grasses and bushes..

There are a few large_trees called tht Baobob tree. These trees
Nk.

are sometimes more 'than_200 feet tall and have thick branches. The

bark of these trees is smooth and is very thick :near the bottom of

.

4

the tree...The,Baobob tree stores water in its aoft.,.spongy-wood and

, . /

s able.tn7liVe in the desert( .Other.plants'sometimWstore water

in-their roots underground.

Many, animals that 'live in the Kalahari ipesert eat ;plants. This

is how tfie.antelope,:-zebras,',and others getTtheir.-watef.'Other

,

,animals like lions and leoPards depend oh other:animals for their
.%

food, For inalance, lions sometimes eat antelOpethey.cari

The desert- is: rain for 10 months o£ the year:. Most of

the time, a)-iot wind-blows across the desert. June andJuly are the

olest months of the year .During this timer; froat can be 'seen on

I.

e'grass.ancrbuahes: :January and_February are the'months'ihen\it

rains in the deSeit. During this time,the grasses are green_and.

appear on'the.plant.
.sr

:.
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1: What is the name of the desert?

2. What country does it cover?

3. Ilhat.is the name of a tree that lives in the desert?

4. M..ow tall are the trees?
. . ."

5; Where do.planta store water?

.6-.'HoWdo zebras get some of their water?

1;A,

7. Which are the coolest months in the desert?

8. W b ea-if:toes it rain in the desert?

13

G.
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